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ABSTRACT 
 
Commercial aviation in Brazil has been facing great changes in the past years, from the 

regulatory point of view to a competition perspective, given the increase in demand, revision of 

past legislation and the rise of new players in this market.  

 

The airline business has showed to be very dynamic in Brazil, with the rise and fall of a number 

of companies. One of them specifically, called VARIG – Portuguese acronym for Viação Aérea 

Rio-Grandense -, which stopped operating domestic and international routes in 2006, changed 

the market significantly, since it was the longest standing air company in the country and also the 

market leader. 

 

This scenario of disruption, after VARIG’s bankruptcy, gave room to the consolidation of other 

major companies already operating at that time – TAM and Gol -, as well as the emergence of 

Avianca Brazil and Azul, which absorbed part of the increasing demand for air transport in the 

country and placed this market into a new era of competition.  

 

All these factors combined with the flexibility given, due to revision of legislation - referring to 

prices and alliances, for example -, have transformed the way business in the industry are run. 

Hence the changes in the way air companies operate nowadays and provide different types of 

services. 

 

Thus, the purpose of this work is to understand what are the competitive advantages of the 

Brazilian airline companies to face the local competition, given the changes between 2008 and 

2014 in this sector’s environment. In addition, this work aims to identify competitive changes 

with possible new entrants to this market in the future.  

 

Keywords: Commercial aviation, Brazil, competition, air transport, strategy 
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RESUMO 
 
A aviação comercial brasileira tem passado por grandes mudanças nos últimos anos, que se 

estendem desde o ponto de vista regulatório até a perspectiva concorrencial do setor, dado o 

aumento da demanda, a revisão de leis anteriores e o surgimento de novas empresas nesse 

mercado.  

 

O Brasil se mostra como um país em que a indústria de aviação é altamente dinâmica, dado o 

número de companhias aéreas que existiram e saíram do mercado. Uma delas especificamente, 

chamada Viação Aérea Rio-Grandense (VARIG), a qual teve suas operações domésticas e 

internacionais suspensas em 2006, mudou o mercado de maneira significante, pois foi a empresa 

de transporte aéreo de passageiros de maior duração no país, e a líder de mercado durante seu 

período de atuação.   

 

Com a falência da VARIG, o cenário de ruptura da maior empresa aérea do país, até então, deu 

espaço para a consolidação de outras grandes empresas que já estavam operantes naquele ano – 

Gol e TAM -, bem como possibilitou o advento da Avianca Brasil e da Azul, que absorveram 

parte da crescente demanda por transporte aéreo no país e trouxeram uma nova era de 

competição para este mercado.  

 

Todos os fatores mencionados, combinados com a flexibilidade trazida pela revisão da legislação 

brasileira – com relação aos preços das passagens aéreas e formação de alianças corporativas, 

por exemplo -, transformaram a maneira em que os negócios foram conduzidos. Daí as mudanças 

na maneira em que as companhias aéreas operam e oferecem diferentes tipos de serviços aos 

passageiros atualmente. 

 

Assim, a proposta deste trabalho é entender quais são as vantagens competitivas das companhias 

aéreas brasileiras para enfrentar a competição local, dadas as mudanças desse setor entre 2008 e 

2014. Além disso, este trabalho tem a intenção de identificar mudanças na competição com 

possíveis novos entrantes neste mercado no futuro.  

 

Palavras-chave: Aviação comercial, Brasil, concorrência, transporte aéreo, estratégia 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data shows that “Brazil’s domestic air travel market is among the world’s fastest growing” 

(Leahy, 2012), even as the country’s economy slows down. ABEAR, the Brazilian Association 

of Airline Companies, registered a consolidated demand growth for Avianca, Azul, Gol and 

TAM of 5.7% in the domestic market in 2014, when compared to 2013.  

 

Therefore, this study will seek to understand, through the Resource-Based View (RBV) theory, 

the constitution of resources found in these regular air companies for domestic flights in Brazil 

and how competition evolved when they faced variations from the external environment.   

 

In addition, as interpreted by O'Connell and Williams (2011, p. 12), “Brazil has one of the most 

restrictive foreign ownership caps, allowing only 20 per cent” when it comes to air transport. 

 

Thus, in a scenario with more liberalisation of foreign capital, new players could enter the 

market more easily than nowadays, by establishing new airline companies, acquiring partial 

control of existing companies or raising the current owned shares. So, this study will consider the 

possible outcome to this competitive dynamic if new foreign entrants are allowed in this market.  

1.1.! Research question 
 
The research topic addressed in this work is about the competitive dynamics of the air transport 

sector in Brazil. Since VARIG’s bankruptcy, in 2006, it is possible to observe substantial 

changes in the domestic aviation sector. After the iconic company disrupted its services, and its 

assets were later sold to Gol Airlines, two new competitors also succeeded in the market: Azul 

and Avianca. Including TAM, which was the market leader in this period, these four Brazilian 

airline companies consolidated themselves within this economic sector. 

 

As author of this study has been following such changes in the Brazilian air transport sector – 

due to personal interest –, and since 2012, after working for a big player of this market and, 
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subsequently, by joining the aviation department of a local consultancy firm and conducting 

projects in the area, the follow up of events in this sector has been intensified.  

 

Airline businesses have changed significantly in the entire world, and in Brazil it has not been 

different: 

In recent years, air transportation has played an increasing role in the internal movement of 
people in Brazil. Six key reasons for this development have been noted: the long-term 
monetary stability that overcame persistent inflation, the extraordinary geographical extensions 
of the territory, economic growth in the emerging Brazilian economy, the sizable reduction in 
air tariffs especially after deregulation in 2002, the internal displacement of people drive by job 
demands or tourism, and the development of the vast hinterlands propelled by extended 
agriculture production. All these factor combine to drive both the need for, as well as the 
effective market demand for, air travel. (Figueiredo, O'Kelly  & Pizzolato, 2014, p. 275). 

 

Having said that, the research question of this work is what are the competitive advantages of the 

Brazilian airline companies to sustain their businesses facing the local competition. This 

investigation will be empirical and longitudinal, incorporating changes and variations that 

occurred throughout the period between 2008 and 2014 to the analysis of the businesses. 

1.2. Expected contribution 

The expected contribution of this research is a better understanding of the set of resources the 

four air companies in Brazil (Avianca, Azul, Gol and TAM) have formed and altered due to 

variations in their external environment. When it comes to possible new entrants, it could bring 

new discussion to the debate on foreign capital allowed in Brazilian airlines. 

 

Having said that, it could contribute to the airlines themselves, as well as their business 

association (ABEAR). It could be used by the government agents, such as the Secretariat of Civil 

Aviation (SAC), the regulatory agency for civil aviation (ANAC) or Infraero, the state-owned 

airport manager, and also the private companies managing airports in Brazil. International 

institutions (e.g. IATA or ALTA) looking for information on the Brazilian airlines business 

could use this work, and consultancy firms or any other company working or related to the air 

transport sector could also find it useful for their understanding. Moreover, anyone interested in 

the topic could have a new source of information. 
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2. LITERATURE BACKGROUND 

 
This section consists of two main parts. Firstly, the concepts of strategy, competitive advantage 

and the theory of resources will be revised, and then, in the second part, research on the air 

transport sector – relating to business strategy-, will be reviewed, in order to clarify the main 

concepts needed for further analysis and discussion on this market. 

 

That way, the selection of literature presented is aimed at revising the most relevant definitions 

related to the research question and its knowledge field, as well as to the business sector defined 

(civil aviation), essential to a better understanding of this study. The authors were selected for 

their clarity and contribution, serving as a background to the discussion proposed in next 

chapters, and not with the intention of providing an exhaustive literature review on the topic.  

 

Thus, the revision of business concepts within the business-related literature begins with the 

notion of strategy and how to increase profitability, moving on to how to deal with other players 

in the market, considering competitive advantage and the classical Resource-Based View (RBV), 

focused on the resources the company has and explores.  

 

As introduced by Grant (1991), strategy has been defined as the match an organisation makes 

between its internal resources and skill and the opportunities and risks created by its external 

environment. Following this rationale, Rumelt (2012, p. 9) mentions that “the most basic idea of 

strategy is the application of strength against weakness. Or strength applied to the most 

promising opportunity”. That way, the concept of resources is already presented and connected 

to the idea of using them to pursue the company’s objective of performing better.   

 

Zack (2009, p. 6) complements that a firm’s ability to earn a rate of profit in excess of its cost of 

capital depends upon two factors: “the attractiveness of the industry in which it is located, and its 

establishment of competitive advantage over rivals”. So, a key point for surviving in the market 

and, to do so, to reach profitability will be dealing with its competitors.  
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The same author continues the analysis and summarises that although the competitive strategy 

literature has tended to emphasize issues of strategic positioning in terms of the choice between 

cost and differentiation advantage, and between broad and narrow market scope, “fundamental to 

these choices is the resource position of the firm” Zack (2009, p. 6). 

 

Therefore, competitive advantage will depend upon the stock of resources and capabilities that a 

firm possesses. Dierickx and Cool (1989, p. 1508) show that firms which “posses the initial 

stocks of the resources required for competitive advantage may be able to sustain their 

advantages over time”. As a result, this formulates the Resource-Based View of the firm.  

 

Grant (1991, p. 4) identifies the RBV as having two contributions, from corporate strategy level 

and from business strategy level. At corporate strategy level, he considers the role of corporate 

resources in determining the industrial and geographical boundaries of the firm’s activities. At 

business strategy level, explorations of the relationships between resources, competition, and 

profitability include “the analysis of competitive imitation, the appropriability of returns to 

innovations, the role of imperfect information in creating profitability differences between 

competing firms, and the means by which the process of resource accumulation can sustain 

competitive advantage”.  

 

Markets in civil aviation are characterized by “large differences in the level of competition, both 

between time periods as between regions” (Lijesen, Nijkamp & Rietveld, 2002, p. 189). Having 

said that, the previous cited author concludes:  

 When the external environment is in a state of flux, the firm’s own resources and capabilities 
may be a much more stable basis on which to define its identity. Hence, a definition a business 
in terms of what it is capable of doing may offer a more durable basis for strategy than a 
definition based upon the needs which the business seeks to satisfy. (Grant, 1991, p. 117). 

 

Therefore, the concept of competitive advantage contributes to the understanding of the 

Resource-Based View (RBV) that has been continuously used by the academia. However, an 

important definition in measuring competition is the relevant market of competitors. That being 

said, several indicators may be used to measure competition in scheduled passenger air services. 
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When it comes to airline business, a very direct way to measure competition may be achieved by 

simply counting competitors. According to Lijesen et al. (2002), in their study to measure 

competition in civil aviation, one of the early indicators taking market concentration into account 

is the C4-index, which is defined as the sum of market shares of the four largest suppliers. They 

used this measure in simulations of events that influence the level of competition, such as 

growing market shares, entry and merger.  

 

In addition, another longitudinal study modelling airline behaviour, by Janic (1997, p. 167), it 

has been identified that “growth and financial performance for airlines consist of market share, 

market concentration, travel demand, quality of services, and pricing policy on a route”. 

 

As market share and market concentration have already been considered in this section, to 

understand better the variables for travel demand and the pricing policy of airline companies, it is 

important to introduce the concepts of RPK (Revenue Passenger Kilometre), ASK (Available 

Seat Kilometre) and Load factor. 

 

In civil aviation, the yield indicator - that is, the average earnings made by an airline -, is 

calculated considering the revenue generated from its passengers. Nevertheless, the measurement 

of air passenger traffic can be surprisingly complex, as pointed out by three authors: 

A passenger traveling from A to B who makes an enroute connection will be counted twice. 
And a passenger boarding a 300-km flight will be counted as equivalent to a passenger taking a 
3,000-km flight. So, to address the latter problem, the industry developed a measure that 
weights each passenger by the number of kilometres travelled. It was further refined to measure 
only the number of revenue (i.e. paying) passengers, in order to omit the non-revenue (i.e. non-
paying) passengers, such as deadheading crew and promotional pass-holders. The resulting 
metric is known as revenue passenger kilometre or RPK for short, and is used worldwide as the 
standard measure of traffic carried. (Wald, Fay & Gleich, 2010, p. 29). 

 

According to Doganis (2009, p. 327), RPKs are obtained by “multiplying the number of fare-

paying passengers on each flight stage by flight stage distance”.  Still, it does not take into 

account the percentage of capacity used, also known as load factor, obtained by “expressing the 

passengers carried as a percentage of the seats available for sale; on a network of routes it is 

obtained by expressing the total RPK as a percentage of the total Available Seat Kilometre 

(ASK)”. 
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The ASK is related to the supply side of the air business. It is “a measure of a passenger airline’s 

carrying capacity that is calculated multiplying the number of seats by the number of kilometres 

flown” Tacker, Fleming and Vasigh (2013, p. 19). 

 

Finally, the scheduled passenger yield is the average RPK and it is “obtained by dividing the 

total passenger revenue by the total passenger kilometres” Doganis (2009, p. 327), being useful 

in assessing changes in fare (pricing) over time.  

 

As for the quality of services, Janic (1997, p. 179) also considered airline mergers and alliances – 

partners holding equity stakes -, and airline relationships (cooperation and/or competition). In the 

end, the author concluded that “elasticity of all factors influencing air travel demand has been 

changing over time, illustrating variable importance and external factors”. 

 

Last but not least, following this chapter’s rationale of moving from general business strategy 

literature to specific aviation sector applications, Button (1996, p. 275) studied both market 

liberalisation as well as the withdrawal of the state, and went deeper into the case of the airline 

industry. He found out that “an important policy issue is whether a deregulated scheduled 

aviation market is likely to be viable in the long term or whether its inherent characteristics mean 

that competition will ultimately prove destructive”. 

 

Thus, to analyse possible opportunities for new entrants in the Brazilian domestic market, 

especially considering the revision of currently legislation and the market openness to foreign 

players, it will be done after the analysis of resources and competitive advantage (via RBV), so 

that it will take into account the characteristics of competition in this market.  

 

In the next chapter, the methodology chosen for this study will be described. The table below 

shows a summary of the concepts, definitions and sources presented in this literature review that 

will be used throughout the research:  
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Table 1. Summary of definitions provided by the literature review.   
Source: The author based on information provided by authors listed.  

Concepts Definiton, Sources

Strategy
The match an organisation makes between its internal resources
and skill and the opportunities and risks created by its external
environment.

Grant&(1991)

Competitive,advantage

Although the competitive strategy literature has tended to
emphasize issues of strategic positioning in terms of the choice
between cost and differentiation advantage, and between broad
and narrow market scope, fundamental to these choices is the
resource position of the firm. Therefore, competitive advantage
will depend upon the stock of resources and capabilities that a
firm possesses. Firms which posses the initial stocks of the
resources required for competitive advantage may be able to
sustain their advantages over time.

Zack&(2009),&Dierickx&and&Cool&
(1989)&

Resource,based,view,
(RBV)

At corporate strategy level, the role of corporate resources in
determining the industrial and geographical boundaries of the
firm’s activities. At business strategy level, explorations of the
relationships between resources, competition, and profitability
include the analysis of competitive imitation, the appropriability
of returns to innovations, the role of imperfect information in
creating profitability differences between competing firms, and
the means by which the process of resource accumulation can
sustain competitive advantage. 

Grant&(1991)

C4>index,(market,
concentration) The sum of market shares of the four largest suppliers. Lijesen,&Nijkamp&&&Rietveld&(2002)

Revenue,Passenger,
Kilometre,(RPK)

A measure that weights each passenger by the number of
kilometres travelled. Calculated by multiplying the number of
fare-paying passengers on each flight stage by fight stage
distance.

Doganis&(2009)

Available,Seat,Kilometre,
(ASK)

A measure of a passenger airline’s carrying capacity that is
calculated multiplying the number of seats by the number of
kilometres flown. 

Tacker, Fleming & Vasigh (2013).

Load,factor

The percentage of capacity used, also known as load factor,
obtained by expressing the passengers carried as a percentage of
the seats available for sale; on a network of routes it is obtained
by expressing the total RPK as a percentage of the total Available
Seat Kilometre (ASK). 

Doganis&(2009)

Scheduled,passenger,yield
The average RPK and is obtained by diving the total passenger
revenue by the total passenger kilometres, and it is useful in
assessing changes in fare (pricing) over time. 

Doganis&(2009)

Concepts Definiton, Sources

Strategy
The match an organisation makes between its internal resources
and skill and the opportunities and risks created by its external
environment.

Grant&(1991)

Competitive,advantage

Although the competitive strategy literature has tended to
emphasize issues of strategic positioning in terms of the choice
between cost and differentiation advantage, and between broad
and narrow market scope, fundamental to these choices is the
resource position of the firm. Therefore, competitive advantage
will depend upon the stock of resources and capabilities that a
firm possesses. Firms which posses the initial stocks of the
resources required for competitive advantage may be able to
sustain their advantages over time.

Zack&(2009),&Dierickx&and&Cool&
(1989)&

Resource,based,view,
(RBV)

At corporate strategy level, the role of corporate resources in
determining the industrial and geographical boundaries of the
firm’s activities. At business strategy level, explorations of the
relationships between resources, competition, and profitability
include the analysis of competitive imitation, the appropriability
of returns to innovations, the role of imperfect information in
creating profitability differences between competing firms, and
the means by which the process of resource accumulation can
sustain competitive advantage. 

Grant&(1991)

C4>index,(market,
concentration) The sum of market shares of the four largest suppliers. Lijesen,&Nijkamp&&&Rietveld&(2002)

Revenue,Passenger,
Kilometre,(RPK)

A measure that weights each passenger by the number of
kilometres travelled. Calculated by multiplying the number of
fare-paying passengers on each flight stage by fight stage
distance.

Doganis&(2009)

Available,Seat,Kilometre,
(ASK)

A measure of a passenger airline’s carrying capacity that is
calculated multiplying the number of seats by the number of
kilometres flown. 

Tacker, Fleming & Vasigh (2013).

Load,factor

The percentage of capacity used, also known as load factor,
obtained by expressing the passengers carried as a percentage of
the seats available for sale; on a network of routes it is obtained
by expressing the total RPK as a percentage of the total Available
Seat Kilometre (ASK). 

Doganis&(2009)

Scheduled,passenger,yield
The average RPK and is obtained by diving the total passenger
revenue by the total passenger kilometres, and it is useful in
assessing changes in fare (pricing) over time. 

Doganis&(2009)
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3.  METHODOLOGY 

 
This study will be conducted using a qualitative methodology, since there are no hypotheses to 

be tested, but instead, hypotheses to be generated when considering the research question – 

comparison of different companies and answering what are their competitive advantages.  

 

As a result, according to Yin (2001, p. 32), the case study methodology is relevant to answer 

such question, considering the understanding of a what question to the Brazilian airline 

companies. So, in this research the case that the author refers to is going to be the analysis of 

each company chosen (Avianca, Azul, Gol and TAM) for the period from 2008 – when the last 

one of them, Azul, was created – until 2014, due to the availability of consolidated public 

information. These companies have been chosen because they represent 99% of the domestic 

market share for scheduled civil air services in the country, according to ANAC (2015).  

 

In addition, the combination of qualitative methodology with a longitudinal analysis is 

appropriate to analyse evolving processes, and it is possible to address companies of the same 

sector, of different sectors, as well as comparison between sectors (Pettigrew 1990, p. 292). 

Thus, in this research the analysis will be based on the facts in the commercial aviation industry 

that happened during each year of the period mentioned above, and brought changes to the 

competition of Brazilian airlines. In this sense it is possible to mention exogenous facts, such as 

the international price of fuel, the end of national price control, as well as the signature of open 

skies agreements.   

 

Therefore, this work will be based on a longitudinal case study, by comparing how each 

company (Avianca, Azul, Gol and TAM) evolved its resource base during the period between 

2008 and 2014, considering the changes in their business environment. Each airline will be a 

case study itself and then they will be compared to each other. 

 

To do so, the Resource-Based View (RBV) theory will be used, firstly by gathering data on the 

resources each airline company held from 2008 to 2014, together with the market share each 
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player registered, to be secondly compared within them, and finally it will be possible to 

conclude what of their resources were more important for their competition in this market. As 

mentioned by Wenerfelt and Montgomery (1986, p. 1230) and Rumelt (1991, p. 185), the central 

proposal of this theory is that the competitive advantage of companies is primarily found in the 

set of resources and competences that they control, and secondarily in the industry structure of 

which they belong.  

 

Wenerfelt (1984, p. 180) complemented that analysing the company through its existing 

resources brings new light to understanding its strategic positioning in the market, because this 

form of analysis allows the identification of resources that generate higher profitability to the 

company, and what products result from these resources.  So, for this research, the author will 

start identifying the companies’ resources by establishing what are the most relevant components 

to compete in the airline industry. They may be defined as tangible or intangible assets attached 

to it, such as its brand, technology, and qualified workforce, and in this case will be named 

according to data provided by Miller & Chen (1994, p. 20).  

 

Having said that, information on these resources named will be found in the companies’ projects, 

business activities, and strategy efforts throughout the selected period (2008-2014), according to 

public data from primary and secondary sources, namely the four companies’ website, ABEAR, 

ANAC, the press (Aviation Daily, Airline Business, Valor Economico, Folha de São Paulo, 

among others), specialised books and academic publications.  

 

These resources will be classified under different categories based on the strategic areas for the 

airline companies and considering the consumer preferences for air transport: routes served and 

frequency, air fleet, flight ticket pricing and quality of services, and frequent flyer programmes 

(Miller & Chen, 1994, p. 20). Alliances and cooperation agreements with other airlines will be 

covered across the categories as well. 

 

The author will also seek to interpret how the business environment affected these resources in 

the strategic areas defined to each of the air companies, focusing on regulation, government 
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programmes and other facts relating to the airline business industry that had an impact to 

leverage or change their strategies.  

 

Throughout the report, each case study for the Brazilian airlines will be conducted separately, to 

be then summarised and compared in the final part of the study. Therefore, the conclusion of this 

work will lay out the evolution of the set of resources of the four Brazilian air companies 

(Avianca, Azul, Gol and TAM) and present their competitive advantages to survive in this 

market.   

 

Moreover, a final step of this study will also seek to provide preliminary information on possible 

opportunities that would bring new entrants to this market, given that the Brazilian government 

could change the current restriction on foreign capital in this sector, and thus the current 

companies would have to face the new competition. 

 

The next chapter begins with an outlook of commercial aviation in Brazil, followed by the case 

studies and the analysis of the competitive dynamics within the Brazilian airline companies on 

chapters 5 and 6, respectively. That way, first the main facts and figures of the market are 

exposed, including the recent changes in the business environment, and then each player is 

individually observed and finally compared in deeper detail.  
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4. COMMERCIAL AVIATION IN BRAZIL 

 
Brazil has a territory larger than the continental United States, with a population of 

approximately 200 million people and over 100 million passengers are transported by air, 

domestically and internationally, every year (ABEAR, 2015).  According to IATA (2012), it is 

the third largest domestic aviation market in the world, just behind the United States and China, 

having more than 95 million passengers carried by local airlines. 

 

“The aviation sector contributes to 2.3% of Brazil’s GDP and supports 837,000 jobs in the 

country” (IATA, 2015), with four major airline companies competing in the domestic routes: 

Avianca Brazil, Azul, Gol, and TAM. Their fleet combined sum up to 481 aircraft (ACW, 2015) 

operating on more than 100 destinations inside Brazil. 

 

The country has reached “levels of international excellence in aviation” (ABEAR, 2015), after it 

has undergone a period of important economic growth in the last decade. The number of 

passengers grow 200% from 2004 to 2014, as air transport overtook road transport in the same 

period, moving from 31% of participation in the long distance interstate travel in 2004 – against 

69% by road in the same year -, to 63% of participation in 2014 – against 37% by road in that 

year (ANAC, 2015). More than that, a load factor of available seats (RPK/ASK) around 80% 

was registered in 2014 and a punctuality rate of 92% was verified in the same period, as 

approximately 200 people were transported per minute that year, on average (ABEAR, 2015). 

 
Also, in terms of infrastructure, five of the Brazilian airports figured among the top 150 busiest 

airports in the world, namely Guarulhos, Brasilia, Congonhas, Galeao, Confins, and Viracopos 

(Airline Business, 2015a). The best ranked (Guarulhos) was actually the world’s 30th busiest 

airport in 2014, with nearly 40 million passengers in traffic that year, which is comparable to the 

number of passengers in Madrid (Barajas), Miami, Sydney, Toronto, and Rome (Fiumicino). 

Brasilia was also ranked in the top 100, similar to Lisbon, Milan (Malpensa) and Johannesburg 

with over 18 million passengers registered.  
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On the other hand, not only economic growth was responsible for this positive change in Brazil’s 

commercial aviation. Part of the strengthening of this economic sector was induced by the 

Brazilian government through the implementation of successful measures to reduce State 

interference in the airlines’ activities and the general environment for aviation in the country. 

 

For example, all the Brazilian airports previously mentioned as top 150 in the world, with the 

exception of Congonhas, were part of a programme of concessions to have private operators 

managing the public infrastructure and airport activities, which State company Infraero had the 

monopoly before. As they were partly privatised to international operators, such as the Changi 

Airport Group and Zurich Airports, in 2012 and 2013, better conditions were provided to airline 

companies, as new world-class terminals were built, granting more aircraft positions and 

expanded passenger area, for example, at the same time that existing infrastructure was better 

managed, technological improvements, among others, so that more and better services could be 

provided to air passengers.  

 

Notwithstanding the infrastructure contribution, an important aid to the sharp growth in 

commercial aviation in Brazil was due to the deregulation of the air transport market that started 

in 1991, but has been intensified in the early 2000s. From 2001 onwards, airfares for passenger 

transport were fully liberated, as well as code-share agreements, being closely investigated by 

the Brazilian Competition Defence System (Binder, 2006). The National Civil Aviation Agency 

(ANAC) was created in 2004 and started operating in 2006, following the Department of Civil 

Aviation’s military control.  

 

In addition, the Secretariat of Civil Aviation gained status of a Ministry by the Federal 

Government in 2011 – being responsible, among others, for the airport concessions and the 

elaboration of a regional aviation programme -, and a business association of Brazilian airline 

companies (ABEAR) was created in 2012 strengthening the public-private relations in the air 

transport sector.  

 

As a result of these measures, a competitive market has been put into practice in the coming 

years, with less restrictions, more transparency, and more publicity to norms and decisions, 
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adjusting the regulatory and institutional framework that has been imposed by the Brazilian 

Aeronautical Code, enforced since 1986. Air ticket prices fell significantly according to ANAC 

(2015), as the average domestic airfare in Brazil went from BRL 641,00 in 2004 to less than 

BRL 284,00 in 2014, comparable to other developed aviation markets such as the United States 

and Japan. 

 

Open skies agreements were established by the government with strategic countries, in terms of 

air traffic, and corporate alliances were made – from code-share agreements to equity 

acquisitions in Brazilian airline companies - to feed more passengers into domestic flights. Still, 

relating to the latter, Brazil remained restrictive with relation to ownership of local airlines, as 

limit of 20% is imposed to foreign investors holding equity in the Brazilian companies, although 

the Brazilian Congress has been considering to open up to external investment since 2009 (US 

DOS, 2015). This will be further analysed in the final chapter of this work (“Future competition 

and opportunities”), as it could have an impact in the future competition of this market. 

 

All in all, in the period analysed in this work (2008-2014), the country enjoyed a period of 

macroeconomic stability, at the same time that a new market-oriented vision was introduced in 

the commercial aviation sector, which cemented the environment of an attractive emerging 

economy that gave room to Brazilian airline companies, and therefore the Brazilian commercial 

aviation sector, to develop a new maturity threshold at domestic level.  

 

In the next chapter, the four major players of this market (Avianca Brazil, Azul, Gol, and TAM) 

will be studied deeper, in order to better understand what made them the “big 4” airline 

companies in Brazil throughout the years between 2008 and 2014. Each company will have its 

own case study developed separately, as exposed in the methodology section, in a way that this 

research will be subsequently consolidated, in terms of the resource base owned, to provide a 

summary of the competitive advantages the airlines had to succeed in the Brazilian commercial 

aviation market. 
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5. CASE STUDY: THE BIG 4 AIRLINE COMPANIES IN BRAZIL 

 

Brazil’s commercial aviation market is highly competitive, especially among the largest four 

airline companies in terms of market share (scheduled capacity at domestic routes): Avianca 

Brazil, Azul, Gol and TAM. If compared to other developed economies, there is less market 

concentration in Brazil than in countries such as France, Germany, Portugal and Canada, where 

the flag carrier airline dominate the domestic aviation market. On the other hand, it is possible to 

say the other BRIC nations, such as India and China, or the United States have an even less 

concentrated market than Brazil, whereas the United Kingdom and Australia have a similar 

competitive dynamic to the one found in the South American nation.  

 

 
Chart 1. Domestic market shares in selected countries (share of domestic seat capacity by carrier) 
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. Latest data available. “Others” 
used to group players with less than 10% of market share. In the countries with a third largest player over this percentage, it has been added, and 
whenever a fourth player had more than 5% of market share, it has been added as well (even if the latter did not have the totality of fourth block). 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC, CAPA-Centre for Aviation, and OAG-Air Travel Intelligence.  
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As it is possible to note from the chart above, even though there is a smaller number of 

companies operating in the Brazilian domestic market than others, there is not a clear market 

leader, an outstanding legacy carrier, as Air France, Lufthansa, TAP or Air Canada.  

 

This has been partly due to a recent period of consolidation, which brought newer players to 

fight against the traditional players that remained in the market, at the same time that smaller, 

and somewhat complementary companies (e.g. regional players) were incorporated by the 

longer-standing airlines. Mergers and acquisitions led to the current scenario where these “big 4” 

airline companies have nearly 99% of the market share for passenger air transport in Brazil.  

 

Throughout the period from 2008 to 2014, these four major airlines have fiercely competed for 

the lowest airfare, the highest number of alliances, via code-share agreements, national and 

international equity negotiation, and global airline networks (e.g. Star Alliance and OneWorld). 

In-flight service was carefully selected in terms of food, entertainment and the newest fleet 

operated, at the same time that slots at premium airports, for example Congonhas and Santos 

Dumont, where disputed for the right number of routes and their frequency. Finally, frequent 

flyer programmes were present on all players as another key element of competition.  

 

Having said that, in the next subchapters a deeper look into these base of competitive resources 

will be shown. By alphabetical order, Avianca Brazil, Azul Gol, and TAM will have its own case 

study, in a way that on Chapter 6 they will be consolidated for the purposes of further discussion, 

comparison and analysis with the business environment for commercial aviation in Brazil.   

 

5.1. Avianca Brazil 
 
Avianca’s branch in Brazil has a different history of creation than its Colombian counterpart. 

Although operating with the same brand, and owned by the same business group, the Brazilian 

airline is not as traditional as the latter, which holds the title of “oldest airline operation in the 

Americas” (Star Alliance, 2015), and the second oldest worldwide, after Dutch flag carrier KLM. 

Originally born as air charter, it was granted operating authorisation by the former Department of 

Civil Aviation in Brazil in 2002, when it started flying regularly. Founded by José Efromovich 
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and his brother German Efromovich to serve regional routes linked to the petroleum industry, it 

all started with two executive aircraft received from a client’s debt of their engineering firm. 

 

Firstly, a brief introduction will be given, before the period 2008-2014, in order to provide a 

better understanding for the subsequent analysis of its resources.  

 
5.1.1. From OceanAir to Avianca Brazil 
 
In 1998, an air charter company was created by the Efromovich brothers in Brazil called 

OceanAir Táxi Aéreo. The owners of the Synergy group – a large conglomerate of investments 

in energy, oil and gas, construction, medical, and aviation – transported workforce and 

executives to oil companies within the State of Rio de Janeiro as a provider of air taxi services. 

At that period of time, the commercial aviation market in Brazil was shared by four distinct 

players, namely VARIG with with a participation of 60% of RPK, TAM with 30%, and the other 

30% by VASP and Transbrasil combined (Binder, 2006).  

 

In 2002, an opportunity was identified to provide commercial services by operating regional 

routes rejected from the extinct VARIG group (Rio Sul Serviços Aéreos Regionais), of whom it 

also inherited its initial fleet. From that moment, OceanAir expanded its routes to many other 

States in Brazil, from Parana up to Ceara, including all Southeastern States and Brasilia, in the 

Centre-West region. However, it was after 2004, when the Synergy group acquired the control of 

Avianca Colombia and increased investments in the Brazilian airline as well, that its fleet started 

increasing out of the turboprop Embraer and Fokker models.  

 

An ambitious plan (“Projeto Super 100”) begun to be implemented, in 2005 and 2006, with the 

acquisition of Fokker air jets from American Airlines, OceanAir assuming commercial 

operations of Avianca Colombia in Brazil, new domestic routes opened and international plans 

being made. In this period, Transbrasil, VASP and VARIG went bankrupt and during the years 

that followed a restructuring plans where made to absorb the growing demand of air passengers 

that was being split between TAM – the new market leader - and Gol (Binder, 2003). OceanAir’s 

fleet increased significantly, including leasing of Boeing jets, a code-share agreement took place 

with BRA (“Brasil Rodo Aéreo”) and a destination in Mexico was included.  
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All the sharp growth was held back in 2008, when a new restructuring was needed to put 

finances back on track. The fleet was reduced to the Fokker jets, as the number routes were cut 

too. OceanAir’s focus returned to the Brazilian market, but regional destinations were 

discontinued. At the same time, the company entered in the highly competitive Sao Paulo-Rio de 

Janeiro air shuttle, and in the same year it was scheduled to be renamed to Avianca Brazil – 

which finally happened in 2010.  

 

5.1.2. Period of standardisation 
 

As a result of the financial restructuring and the name integration that occurred, Avianca Brazil 

had a period of strengthening its core competences from 2008 to 2014, to sustain its position and 

remain competitive to grow in the Brazilian commercial aviation market. During this period the 

airline saw its market share increase continuously, except in the years of 2009 – as an outcome of 

global economic crisis felt in Brazil - and 2010 – when it stabilised to resume growth -, moving 

from 2.8% of participation in 2008, in terms of revenue passenger kilometre (RPK), to 8.9% in 

2014.  

 

A process of careful planning of domestic routes and frequencies, combined with a process of 

standisation of its fleet, brand and service occurred to better integrate with the Avianca 

experience, found in the Colombian branch. A frequent flyer programme was also adopted so 

that it could compete in the price war of flight tickets against the other players.  José Efromovich 

served as president of the company in that period. 

 

Routes served and frequency 

In 2008, still as OceanAir, the company was flying to 20 different airports, covering 18 

destinations in Brazil. Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo were served by its two largest airports each 

(Galeao, Santos Dumont, Guarulhos and Congonhas). According to ANAC, approximately 1.5 

million passengers were transported, with a load factor of 66%, in that year. 
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During the year of 2009, a code-share agreement with Avianca Colombia started for Brazilian 

cities, in order to boost its demand in Brazil, as Azul was growing rapidly and TAM acquired 

Pantanal. Between 2010 and 2012, Avianca Brazil operated an international route to Bogota, in 

an attempt to further integrate with the Avianca extensive network in Colombia and to feed more 

passengers in its domestic flights. However, the Colombian airline already served Sao Paulo and, 

in 2013, expanded capacity on this route form its end, leaving Avianca Brazil with the benefits of 

code-sharing and focusing on the booming demand inside Brazil, as a result of the economic 

growth the country was facing. 

 

With more aircraft its fleet, new routes were opened in the Northeast in 2011 and supply (ASK) 

increased in the services with a high demand, to face a growing Gol, which acquired LCC 

Webjet in the same year, and the effects of the LAN and TAM deal from the year before. Then, 

in 2012, amidst the merger of Azul and Trip, Avianca Brazil continued expanding and registered 

the sharpest growth in the domestic market share, moving from 3.9% of RPK participation in 

2011 to 6.4% in 2012. 

 

In 2013, the Brazilian government announced the revision of slots at Congonhas - the busiest 

airport in Brazil -, so that new entrants Azul and Avianca could compete with market leaders 

TAM and Gol. ANAC’s resolution finally came out in 2014, which saw Avianca’s participation 

in take-offs and landings rise to 7%. That year, the company informed that the 17 slots it 

received would be deployed to increase frequency of the Sao Paulo-Rio de Janeiro air shuttle to 

14 daily flights (new services to Santos Dumont and Galeao) and to increase capacity of flights 

to Brasilia and Salvador. More seasonal flights to the Northeast of Brazil during the summer 

holidays were also to be implemented from Guarulhos. 

 

As a consequence of the FIFA World Cup held in Brazil, Avianca added a total of 430 extra 

flights during the months of July and June of 2014, to match the skyrocketing demand. 

Nonetheless Avianca Brazil had 22 domestic routes and 1 international flight (Fortaleza-Bogota) 

in December 2014. 
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Apart from the opening and closure of some services in the Northern region of Brazil, throughout 

the period 2008-2014, Avianca conducted its process of restructuring from a regional airline to 

prioritising State capitals in the country. Its hub in Brasilia was strengthened, as well as the high-

traffic airports of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.  

 

During these years, the company also had a pressure from Star Alliance – ever since Avianca 

Colombia joined it in 2012 and TAM was set to leave in 2013 – to increase services in order to 

be able to enter the global partnership of airlines. Its CEO, José Efromovich was also in the run 

for the privatisation of TAP in Portugal, which considered important to show synergy between 

the Brazilian and European routes. Despite the fact that a deal was not reached for the 

Portuguese airline, the company opted to continue growing by standardising its fleet and offering 

more seats, at the same time that it provided a good service at a reasonable price.  

 

Air fleet 

The year of 2008 was a turning point for Avianca’s fleet. After operating a total of 27 airplanes, 

of five different models, and three different manufacturers, the company decided to transfer its 

Boeing planes to Avianca Colombia and use only jet airliners, removing the Embraer turboprops 

that started flights with OceanAir. More than that, for the year of 2009, the fleet was already 

100% standardised into the Fokker 100 models. A movement that in itself cut the fleet by 

virtually 50%, back to 14 aircraft. 

 

However, from that point, Avianca Brazil’s fleet could starting growing again, with more 

modern airplanes, and in a more economic way to the company. Lower maintenance costs are 

one of the strongest drivers for an airline to standardise its fleet, and further economies can be 

achieved by constantly updating the fleet to more efficient aircraft, in terms of fuel consumption. 

Thus, the airline was opted for the Airbus’ A318, A319 and A320 to compose its new fleet.  

 

From 2010, the first three A319 airplanes arrived, already with the new brand, as they marked 

the conversion of OceanAir into Avianca Brazil. Futhermore, not only its branding was 
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changing, but it started offering the most legroom in the Brazilian domestic market1 and 

individual entertainment system. From 2011, the A320 models started to be incorporated to the 

routes with high demand and the A318 models were chosen to gradually substitute the F100 fleet 

still in operation. As the new arrivals came, Avianca could expand its network and capacity in 

2012, which consolidated it as the fourth major airline in Brazil, with a fleet of 32 aircraft, and 

most of them being Airbus models (18 in total).  

 

Finally, another significant decision was made in 2012, when Avianca announced the grounding 

of its Fokker 100 jets. That situation would slowdown the ASK expansion in the next years, 

which was the responsible for the gain in market share registered, but as it had more Airbus 

models to received, it could catch up later as a more trusted brand. The reason behind it was that 

the Fokker jets, when used by TAM, were part of a series of occurrences - including a fatal 

accident in 1996 – that led Brazilians to avoid it as much as possible. Moreover, the F100 were 

already less efficient than the A318, as the cost relationship per available seat kilometre (ASK) 

was 29% higher for the first than the latter. 

 

In 2014, a total of 48 airplanes composed the company’s fleet, already standardised with the 

Avianca Brazil brand and in Airbus models, although 13 Fokker jets in phase out were still 

included. Apart from the other three models, an A330 was also introduced in 2013 as Avianca 

Cargo. In the same year, the airline became the second in Brazil to operate A320s with sharklets, 

which provide a fuel economy of 3.5% according to Airbus (Flight Global, 2012). 

 

So, from the financial point of view, there was a significant advantage by standardising the fleet 

and opting for new models, that could be translated into lower operational costs to compete with 

the other Brazilian players. Avianca Brazil prioritised an expansion in capacity (ASK) with the 

Airbus fleet, while answering to the customer’s preferences -  in terms of aircraft - by retiring the 

Fokker planes to increase its load factor in the medium-run.  

 
                                                
1 In a comparison with identic models used by the competition, TAM had a total capacity of 144 seats on its A319, 
whereas Avianca’s had 138 seats. The same was shown on the A320s later on, as TAM’s had 174 seats versus 174 
seats by Avianca Brazil. The A318s were only used by the latter.   
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Flight ticket price and service 

During the period 2008-2014, as Avianca Brazil reestructured itself to become a major player in 

the Brazilian domestic market, one of its core competitive advantages was the quality of service 

provided, for a reasonable price. Unlike Gol, which invested in the “low cost, low fare” approach 

to grow exponentially in the first decade of the 2000s, and not exactly with the role of a legacy 

flag carrier, which TAM inherited after VARIG’s disruption, Avianca differentiated itself by 

offering an excellent service in domestic routes, closer to what Azul was developing since it 

entered the market, in 2008. However, whereas the new-born company was betting on regional 

routes, OceanAir was moving out of that market, to compete directly with the virtual duopoly of 

Gol and TAM, which shared 93% of the market in the year of 2008.  

 

From that period, Avianca Brazil was already operating at the “five main airports in the 

country”, namely Congonhas, Guarulhos, Brasilia, Galeao, and Santos Dumont, which 

“accounted for more than 50% of all domestic traffic” (Beting, 2012, p. 17). On the other hand, 

with less direct services and less frequency than the market leaders. Still, being able to compete 

in the Sao Paulo-Rio de Janeiro air shuttle was an important gateway to the acquisition of new 

business and tourism passengers. 

 

At Avianca, instead of finding the simplest possible internal configuration of a plane and a 

simplification of the on-board service - “juice, soda and a cereal bar” (Binder, 2003) – that 

characterised Gol, for example, passengers would board planes with a comfortable seat layout 

and entertainment system. In fact, the airline was the only one in Brazil to be certificated by 

ANAC with an “A”, for having the widest legroom in all its fleet (Avianca, 2015). Plus, the 

individual screens found on their A319s and A320s provided a catalogue of movies, music and 

games for the passenger’s choice. Not even TAM had it for its domestic flights, neither the USB 

port and power socket from Avianca. Only Azul adopted something compared to that.  

 

In terms of food, Avianca Brazil brought warm meals back to domestic routes. For the 

competitors, except in the air shuttle, food was served cold. As a result, passenger flying more 

than 3 hours from Sao Paulo to Fortaleza, for example, would have a simple snack by Gol or 
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Azul (e.g. cereal bars, peanuts and candies), a cold sandwich from TAM, or a warm cheese and 

ham panini from Avianca.  

 

As mentioned by José Efromovich: “We brought individual TV, quality food, wide legroom and 

differentiated customer service back.  Small things, but the others did not provide them well” 

(UOL Economia, 2015) 

 

Last but not least, for several times the airline was pointed out by ANAC with the highest 

punctuality in Brazilian domestic routes. This made a difference especially for business clients. 

That way, an increasing number of passengers were experiencing Avianca’s services and 

becoming frequent flyers, due to the quality found on board. Little by little, Avianca Brazil was 

considered one of the best airline services in the country, but with a small network and less 

loyalty programme benefits (Melhores Destinos, 2013).  

 

The flight ticket price charged by Avianca had to compensate for the all the costs involved in this 

service provided and maintain scheduled passenger yield, therefore, it was not as “low fare” as 

Gol introduced in the early 2000s and Azul was implementing as it started. However, during the 

period 2008-2014 it was not rare that Avianca Brazil offered better prices than competitors on 

certain routes. TAM had already the highest fare – matched by Gol sometimes, as the market 

dynamic changed -, but Avianca was affordable and with a good service that begun to gain 

market share from them, reconfiguring the once existing duopoly to a less concentrated market 

of less than 75% RPK participation for the leaders in 2014, and Avianca Brazil diving the rest 

with Azul to 8.4% participation.  

 

As airfares for domestic air transport were liberated in Brazil since 2001, competition dictated 

the prices. In 2014, the average price ranged between BRL240.00 and BRL360.00 for a single 

ticket in Brazil. Given that the FIFA World Cup was held in the country that year, Avianca and 

Azul defined a top airfare of BRL999.00 for the months of June and July, but, according to José 

Efromovich, the airline’s pricing policy did not change, being aimed at providing lowest price 

possible (Melhores Destinos, 2014).  
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Different profiles matching Avianca’s ticket fares were supplied, to offer more or less strict 

conditions to the passenger (e.g. cancellation or refunds), and priced accordingly. From “Promo” 

to “Open” profiles, this policy followed the industry’s trend in Brazil.   If extra fees were 

considered, Avianca Brazil did not offer extra legroom or seats in the first rows of the plane, as 

done by competitors, neither did it charge for the in-flight meal – in the Gol started to charge in 

the period analysed. No cancellation charges applied to none of them, but for refunds and ticket 

change, 10% to 30% were charged or a fixed fee of BRL90.00 (except in the “Open” profile). 

For extra luggage or using its offline sales channel, there was no significant difference across 

players.   

 

Frequent flyer programme 

OceanAir introduced its Amigo mileage programme in 2007, by giving a free trip for every 10 

flights bought with the airline. With every trip a total of 1,000 points were earned and with 

10,000 points, a flight was awarded. Moreover, as soon as it came out, a differential approach 

was given to attract new clients. The new programme offered the possibility of combining the 

points earned by up to four different members of the same family into a single Amigo account, in 

a way that any member of the family could redeem the award ticket. This combination of 

simplicity and flexibility could pointed out as the most important factor for the enrolment of the 

first 500,000 associates in the programme.  

 

Later, in 2008 and 2009, a promotion gave double points for customers flying OceanAir in the 

Sao Paulo-Rio de Janeiro air shuttle, and, from 2009 on, with the initial phase of integration with 

Avianca Colombia in course, speculation over having a single frequent flyer programme for the 

entire Avianca group started. However, even though the “Avianca Brazil” brand was adopted in 

2010, the Amigo programme remained operational. 

 

In 2011, the programme was restructured to adequate it to the market reality, where Azul, Gol, 

and TAM had loyalty systems competing with Avianca in Brazil. Thus, the length of the trip and 

the flight ticket price were considered for proportional points acquisition, at the same time that 

new categories were created. In addition, new partners were included in the following years, so 
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that points could be acquired when shopping online, renting a car, booking a hotel or using a 

credit card for a partner bank.   

 

A number of promotions continued to be executed, such as the “Amigo Month”, in July, which 

gave double points in Avianca Brazil flights. By 2014, it has been announced there were 2.4 

million associates to date, and the programme had some of the “lowest number of points required 

for an award ticket, in spite of the restrictive number of destinations and air partners” (Melhores 

Destinos, 2015).  

 

It was only in late that 2014 José Efromovich announced that Amigo would be integrated to the 

LifeMiles programme of Avianca Colombia and its subsidiaries. That way, associates were 

granted the possibility of acquiring and exchanging points within the Avianca Group, which 

meant they could also benefit from international routes and partners in the United States, Europe 

and the Caribbean, for example. As the company was set to join Star Alliance in the next years, 

another 26 airline partners would be included as well.  

 
5.1.3. New visual identity and member of Star Alliance 
 
As already mentioned in the previous subchapter, quality of service was a strong competence for 

Avianca Brazil’s rise and to remain competitive in the Brazilian commercial aviation market 

throughout the period 2008-2014. When its new visual identity came out in April 2014, the new 

slogan also reflected this capability. In alignment with the logo used by the other companies of 

the Avianca Holding – in Colombia, Peru, Ecuador and Central America since 2013 -, the 

Brazilian airline adopted the “É por você” (It’s for you) on its marketing campaign.   

 

As stated by José Efromovich, the CEO, “they wanted to maintain and improve the Avianca 

Brazil experience from point-of-sales to communication channels, check-in counters, in-flight 

service, and after landing”. He also expressed that a brand should be recognised and admired, 

having “more than clients, but friends, and brand promoters” (Meio e Mensagem, 2014). 

 

This movement also came after the Efromovich brothers, via the Synergy Group, failed on a bid 

for the privatisation of TAP Portugal in 2012. The procedure was postponed to 2015 by the 
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Portuguese government, even though an offer of EUR 1.5 billion was made by the Avianca 

owners to acquire the leading airline in the Brazil-Europe flights market. Yet, in December 2013 

Star Alliance confirmed that Avianca Brazil would join the global partnership, following TAM’s 

relocation to OneWorld with LAN. Although Avianca’s debut was initially expected for 2014, it 

finally happened in July 2015.  

  
All in all, it is possible to say that, unlike its competitors, Avianca Brazil was a company that did 

not rely on M&A to grow. In spite of the code-share agreement with BRA, the airline focused on 

its cooperation with Avianca Colombia and its subsidiaries. Then, after joining Star Alliance, 

cooperation agreements were signed with the other member companies. On the other hand, like 

the other players, it benefited from the collapse of Transbrasil, VARIG and VASP, as well as the 

favourable economic conditions and improvements in the aviation business environment (e.g. 

deregulation plus airport infrastructure) during the analysed period. In fact, this scenario was 

especially considered the perfect setting for the rise of another major player, Azul Linhas Aéreas 

Brasileiras. 

 
 
 

5.2. Azul  
 
Azul Brazilian Airlines is the newest player of the Big 4. Created by David Neeleman, - founder 

of JetBlue, and co-founder of Morris Air and WestJet in North America -, the company’s 

strategy was to operate regional routes and services connecting cities in Brazil without passing 

through its main hubs (e.g. Guarulhos and Galeao), increasing the quality of air transport in 

Brazil with an accessible fare.  From 2008, when its flight took off, Azul became more and more 

respected by the public, and even competitors, bringing fresh air to Brazilian commercial 

aviation. The company went from six executives working on home office to the third major 

player in the country.  
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5.2.1. A new player nationwide 
 

In March 2008, a new airline was unveiled in Brazil. At that moment, a campaign named “Você 

Escolhe” (You choose), opened to the public decide the name of the company2. David Neeleman, 

and its initial team of 4 other US-based executives, hired Gianfranco Beting as the first employee 

of Azul, to elaborate its logo, brand and entire visual identity. Finally, in December, the new 

Brazilian airline was flying from Viracopos (Campinas) to Salvador and Porto Alegre. 

Competition in that year was dominated by TAM with over 50% market share, and Gol with 

42% of RPK in the domestic market. Webjet, OceanAir and Trip were fighting for the rest.  

 

The company started with an upfront investment of USD 200 million from Mr. Neeleman and 

became the most capitalised company (in its foundation) in the history of world aviation (Leach 

& Melicher, 2014, p. 502). Thus, a deal worth USD 3 billion in orders and call options for 75 

Embraer planes was made.  

 

Suddenly, not only Azul was starting with a new hub within Brazil – out of the traditional 

airports in Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Brasilia -, but a series of innovations were also 

introduced in the market by the company, in terms of both its internal operations and the user 

experience it provided. As a result, it grew rapidly in the following years, beating successive 

records domestically and internationally. By mid-2009, Azul was already fiercely competing 

with Webjet for the third position in the market, a place it firmed from 2010 onwards. Smart 

routes, fleet management and award-winning service were behind the formula it adopted to 

successfully compete against Brazil’s leaders in commercial aviation. 

 

The period between 2008-2012 will be firstly analysed, according to the resources previously 

defined, and, in the next subchapter, the years following Azul’s merger with Trip will be 

covered.  

                                                
2 Although the name “Samba” was ranked first by the public opinion, the second place (“Azul”) was picked by the 
company’s executives. 
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Routes served and frequency 

After the initial flights in late 2008, Azul had a network of 13 different destinations in 2009.  Out 

of its hub in Viracopos, the company was operating point-to-point services to different 11 State 

capitals in Brazil and a couple of regional destinations in the South of the country. On that 

occasion, the airline also introduced direct routes between Vitoria and Salvador, as well as 

between Porto Alegre and Navegantes, which were traditionally served with connecting flights. 

In 2010, it initiated weekly operations at Congonhas and ended up with a total of 28 different 

destinations covered in Brazil’s five regions. However, its strategic move that year was to 

increase direct frequencies from the South-eastern cities of Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro and 

Vitoria to the Northeast of the country.  

 

Such movement became successful under the Azul business model and it was largely expanded 

in 2011. The number of destinations rose to 42 cities, with a significant share of frequencies 

being for intra-regional routes (e.g. Manaus-Belem, Sao Luis-Teresina, or Curitiba-Maringa) and 

non-stop services from Campinas to the countryside of the State of Sao Paulo, Minas Gerais, 

Santa Catarina and Parana.  The new-born airline reached 10% market participation (RPK) in 

three years of operations, as it stimulated air traffic in Brazil: 

Before Azul, it took four hours to fly between Campinas and Salvador, requiring connections. 
Moreover, it cost almost USD 500.00 for a one-way ticket. Only 35 people flew daily on that 
route before Azul’s market entry. After three years, with Azul serving that market with six 
daily non-stops, the flying time fell to two hours and the one-way ticket was reduced to around 
USD 100 (Beting, 2012, p.18) 

 

Another point for the sharp growth Azul had was because it picked Viracopos as a hub, in a 

moment when the Brazilian air transport infrastructure was facing substantial bottlenecks, with 

airport terminals operating over capacity. The country was going through an important economic 

boom – with 7.5% GDP growth registered in 2010 - and commercial aviation as a whole was 

benefiting from the growing middle-class, reaching nearly 100 million passengers transported in 

2011, but, on the other hand, airlines had difficulties to accommodate new passengers on the 
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saturated airports of Guarulhos, Congonhas, and Brasilia, for example3. This situation even 

generated a marketing campaign from Azul, where David Neeleman invited users to “escape 

from the tightness” and fly from Viracopos. 

 

Azul created its centre for flight distribution at an airport which, before 2008, was dedicated 

mostly to cargo operations. Only four direct destinations, in a total of 18 daily flights, were 

covered for passenger air transport. Still, the terminal was located approximately 90 kilometres 

from Sao Paulo (Brazil’s largest city), close to Campinas (with a GDP comparable to the entire 

Chile), and had good climate conditions throughout the year4. In order to stimulate users, a free 

bus was offered to bring “thousands of customers daily from eight different regions in the State 

of Sao Paulo” (Beting, 2012). By mid-2012, more than 150 daily departures to over 50 scheduled 

destinations (44 direct routes) were operated by Azul and the company became the Brazilian 

airline with the largest number of flights and destinations from a single airport.   

 

Air fleet  

Apart from the planning of routes to serve Brazil’s domestic market in a smarter way than 

leaders TAM and Gol were offering, as well as choosing an airport with idle capacity for its 

operational hub, during Azul’s initial years another element was crucial for the company’s 

success: The airplanes it flew.  

 

Brazil was home to the third largest manufacturer of commercial aircraft in the world, after 

Airbus and Boeing. Although none of the major players from that time used its models for 

domestic aviation in the country, they were already being widely used in other markets around 

the globe, including the E190s by JetBlue in the United States. David Neeleman, as a former 

CEO of the company, had the Embraer jets as “the best planes in the world” (Beting, 2012), due 

                                                
3 According to McKinsey & Company (2010), out of the 20 main airports in Brazil, 13 had bottlenecks in 2009 with 
subsequent reduction in the service level provided to its users. Congonhas and Guarulhos had already slot limitations 
for additional flights at certain times.  

4 “Usually, over the winter months (May to September), many airports in the south and southeast of Brazil are kept 
closed to traffic by early AM/Late PM fog conditions (…) And this had ben proven to be an outstanding competitive 
advantage for Azul” (Beting, 2012). 
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to its efficiency, and for being the preferred ones by the public opinion, choosing them to 

compose Azul’s fleet. 

 

The largest Embraer models, E190 and E195, were bought and from having two aircraft 

operating in December 2008, Azul had already 50 E-jets in 2012. The narrow-body airplanes 

offered only two seats on each side of the corridor, comparable to the three-a-side configuration 

offered by the market leaders, and an individual screen provided entertainment on demand to 

every Azul passenger, which was only commonly present on international flights. More than 

that, the airline innovated with an on-board service without trolleys - as food and drinks were 

served on a basket -, that way a customised layout was designed with Embraer. Another point 

was the dual HUDs (Head Up Displays) installed in the cockpit, as a safety extra, which Azul 

pioneered for implementing in its entire Embraer fleet. 

 

Hence, with capacity ranging between 100 and 120 seats, the E-jets were tailor-made to Azul’s 

destinations and frequencies in the first years of operation. However, as new regional routes were 

added from 2011 onwards, the company decided to include smaller aircrafts to enlarge its fleet. 

The turboprop models from European manufacturer Avions de Transport Régional (ATR) started 

to arrive in December 2010, and in 2011, Azul became one of the first in the world to receive the 

new ATR-72-600, having 17 units of this model to combine with the Embraer fleet by 2012. 

They were “extremely fuel-efficient, fast and surprisingly quiet” (Beting, 2012, p.112). Thus, the 

airline could land at smaller aerodromes in Brazil and match the local demand. 

 

Azul was awarded by the Brazilian magazine Avião Revue in 2010 for having the “youngest air 

fleet in Brazil”. Aside, special airplanes received prizes for promoting breast cancer treatment 

(painted in pink), and flying with sugar cane biokerosene during the Rio+20 conference (painted 

in green). The airline put a name on each of its planes and painted several different aircrafts in 

the colours of the Brazilian flag - or to promote a destination -, with different shades of blue (to 

promote its loyalty programme or it travel agency, for example), and with milestones for the 

company (e.g. number of passengers transported). Nonetheless, probably one of the most 

innovative aspects of its fleet was to sell part of the fuselage as advertising space, where 
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companies such as Nestle and Sky promoted its brands, together with the original blue and white 

livery of Azul’s jets.  

 

Flight ticket price and service  

When Azul started flying, David Neeleman mentioned that customers “were surprised by the 

comfortable, quite and smooth ride of the E-jets” (Beting, 2012). Yet, the air fleet alone was not 

the reason why it became the fastest airline worldwide to transport a million clients in August 

2009, and 12 million passengers by 2012. A combination of differential service and good price 

was also key to thrive in the Brazilian domestic market.  

 

As previously mentioned, Azul entered the market in a period of great prosperity in Brazil and 

with a new middle-class’ appetite for goods and services (including air travel). The airline had a 

strategy of targeting coach users, some of which never boarded a plane before, to become air 

passengers.  To do so, an accessible fare was offered in routes that could be stimulated within 

Brazil’s air traffic. Special payment conditions (e.g. in instalments) were provided and a discount 

was applied to advanced bookings, always to match the price of a coach ticket.  

 

From the moment of check-in to landing, a cordial service would be presented, in a way that first 

time flyers would not feel uncomfortable5. On the contrary, as mentioned by Director Gianfranco 

Beting, Azul was proud to have maids and the working class as its clients (Panrotas, 2009). After 

all, the company’s brand positioning was “You, Up in the sky” (Você lá em cima).  

 

So, during the flight, this public would be assured that, not only the time spent was worth 

switching from coach to plane, but also there were other amenities such as free food on-board 

and drinks6, as well as a small screen for entertainment. It was a “love at first flight” experience 

that would bring customers back7, preferring Azul - as they would also accumulate discount in 

the loyalty programme for the next flights. 

                                                
5 The service approach was described by Azul’s Marketing Director as “informal, true-to-the-heart, typically 
Brazilian” (Beting, 2012).  

6 Snacks, candies and sweets were offered with no unit limit per person, as well as non-alcoholic beverages.  

7 According to David Neeleman, who said “once they experiment flying, they never go back to coach” (FAE, 2009). 
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Nevertheless, this posture of openness to lower income people would not hinder a growth in the 

upper classes too. The same amenities and positive aspects of Azul were searched by regular 

flyers - including others such as the official app and online check-in, which could be familiar to 

first time flyers -, looking for an alternative to the TAM and Gol duopoly. As the airline entered 

the airports of Sao Paulo (Congonhas and, further, Guarulhos) and Rio de Janeiro (Santos 

Dumont and Galeao), this kind of client started to experience more Azul’s service and the 

company could expand its reach. In an effort to attract even more upper-class passengers and 

executives, the airline put on sale the front seats of the plane – with more legroom – for an 

additional price8. A new website was released in November 2011 too, to enhance the users’ 

experience.  

 

All in all, since its first flights, Azul’s load factor continuously increased, from 70% in 

December 2008, to a peak of 84% in 2010 and then remained approximately 80% in 2011 and 

2012. As passenger records became common in this period of growth, so did the awards it 

received. From “One of the 30 World’s Hottest Brands” (by Advertising Age), to best corporate 

identity among Brazilian airline companies (by Avião Revue) in 2011. Also, in the same year, 

most innovative company in Brazil and among the top 50 worldwide (by Fast Company), as well 

as the best low-cost carrier in South America from Skytrax World Airline Awards. Finally, it 

was awarded the best airline from Viagem & Turismo magazine for 2011-2012.  

 

Frequent flyer programme 

Another pillar of Azul’s success could be credited to its loyalty programme that started in June 

2009. Instead of registering each new member with a frequent flyer number, it would register 

them by their CPF number - individual taxpayer registration number, in the Portuguese acronym-

, which was already necessary to buy flight tickets in Brazil, and a password. At a time when 

online sales for domestic flights were increasingly common, this was nothing special to ask, so 

from start simplicity was its core strategy. 

 

                                                
8 Just two different airfares matching the clients’ profiles were offered, from June 2009. The “Promo” fare, which 
was the lowest available and charges extra fees for no-show, ticket alterations and cancelling, and the “Flex” fare 
that was higher but offered wider legroom (called Espaço Azul) and did not charge extra fees for those services.  
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Innovations continued as it proposed a new way to redeem discounted flights to its passengers. 

That was, by buying an Azul ticket, a percentage of the total price paid would be given as a 

bonus for the next flights. So, for every flight over BRL 100.00, an equivalent to 5% of the price 

would be available on the client’s account to redeem in the future. From BRL 25.00 accumulated 

in discounts, the passenger could deduct the amount available in the account out of the total price 

of another Azul flight.  

 

In practice, when “money” was acquired, passengers could either use it in full to have a free 

flight in the future – whose price matched the account’s balance-, or as part of the payment for 

any Azul flight desired. A flexibility that none of the airlines companies in Brazil offered at that 

time. This condition became popular later on as Avianca, Gol, and TAM also introduced the 

possibility of acquiring a flight ticket using frequent flyer points and money (e.g. Amigo & 

Money or Smiles & Money), but, up to that moment, passengers would receive points 

(equivalent to air miles flown) to redeem for an upcoming flight, and only when totalising the 

amount required for an award ticket, the passenger could use them.  

 

More than that, with this system, Azul provided its clients with discounted flights without having 

a restricted number of seats, or calendar dates, for that. Any of the company’s routes with seats 

on sale could be bought using the account balance - respecting the 12-month validity period of 

the bonus acquired. An upper-tier qualification was available9 to passengers accumulating over 

BRL 100.00 within one calendar year as well, with further benefits (e.g. customer service, 

checking-in, boarding etc.) as they owned the so-called Safira card.  

 

All these new possibilities helped the adhesion by more and more clients to the programme. 

Indeed, even its name (Tudo Azul) was picked to translate this feeling of easiness: “Being blue in 

Brazilian Portuguese could be translated as excellent – quite the opposite of the American 

meaning. When you want to say that something is ok in Portuguese, you just say ‘Tudo Azul’ – 

everything’s blue!” (Beting, 2012). 

 

                                                
9 From June 2010. 
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Even so, the programme had to be adapted after the merger with TRIP, when the company 

reached a new level of growth. Azul had to adjust its policies with more rules and restrictions 

than the conditions described above. As they came, however, new possibilities to acquire and 

redeem the bonuses were introduced, and the client base continued expanding out of the 2 

million clients it had in 2012. This changes will be presented in the next subchapters.  

 
5.2.2. Merger with TRIP 
 

In the middle of 2012, Azul was a powerful competitor competitor against the market leaders 

Gol and TAM in the Brazilian domestic market. As described by Beting (2012, p. 127): 

Azul was the fastest-growing Brazilian airline. In a little over three and a half years, the 
company grew from zero to over 10% of market share; from 3 to 50 cities; from 700 to more 
than 5,000 employees. And with the arrival of the ATRs in March 2011, it started connecting 
national, trunk routes with regional feeder services. 

 

But, actually, this turned out to be only the beginning of a winning tale. Just as the company’s 

expansion in regional routes was being successfully implemented, it was announced in May of 

that year that Azul would merge with Latin America’s largest regional airline, TRIP, to form a 

BRL 4 billion company, with 15% market share, and leader in domestic destinations in Brazil.  

 

TRIP was also an award-winning Brazilian airline, which was founded in 1998 by the Caprioli 

group – experienced in intra-state coach services -, and faced a period of intense growth in the 

2000s by serving regional destinations in the four regions of the country, with its fleet of E-jets 

and ATRs. Previous to the Azul deal, the company had already acquired Total Airlines (based in 

Belo Horizonte) in 2007, and had sold a 20% equity to the world’s largest regional operator 

SkyWest (based in the United States). With the merger, both companies could compete more 

vigorously in the domestic market, creating a robust third force among Brazilian airlines.  

 

Therefore, a new holding company was created (Azul Trip S.A.), with David Neeleman as its 

CEO, and synergies started to be explored. As mentioned above, the companies had points in 

common, from the fleet to excellence in service, besides a complementary business model, and 

even a compatible branding in shades of blue (and gray, on TRIP’s livery). They had grown 

quickly in the past years, while innovating and maintaining safety as a core value.  
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A new brand, combining TRIP’s highlight in Azul’s visual identity came out and a campaign 

named “United for Brazil” was put in place. The effects soon started to be felt in Brazil, given 

that a new airline operating a third of the country’s daily flights (841 in total), to 100 airports 

(through 316 routes), with more than 8,700 employees. The combined fleet of 118 airplanes, 

approximately half from Embraer and half from ATR gave the title of the “youngest fleet in 

Brazil” (Beting, 2012).  

 

Also, by having smaller aircrafts10 than the market leaders Gol and TAM, the Azul-TRIP holding 

had an important competitive advantage that was to serve locations in the countryside of Brazil, 

providing air services for a growing demand of businesspeople and travellers, as a result of the 

country’s recent economic performance.  While their fleet offered too many seats to profitably 

serve these locations, Azul and TRIP were continuously increasing frequencies there with their 

Embraers and ATRs, in a situation that acted as a “barrier” for traditional players to enter, and, 

thus, kept them away of this new third force in the market.  

 

Finally, as the merger was approved by ANAC in November 2012, and by the Brazilian 

Competition Defence System (CADE) in March 2013, even more changes occurred in the 

following years, with a complete integration of Azul and TRIP’s operations until 2014, forming a 

consolidated and strong player in the country’s new phase of domestic aviation.   

 

5.2.3. Further domestic and international expansion 
 

During the period after 2012, Azul (now with TRIP) continued increasing its number of 

destinations served, to 103 locations in 2013 and 105 in 2014 – the highest number in Brazil. Its 

fleet grew to a total of 138 aircrafts, in 2014, to attend the new airports, becoming the second 

largest fleet in Brazil, and the company reached 17% of market share, in terms of RPK, in 2013, 

which it maintained in the subsequent year. Out of the mark of 12 million passengers transported 

                                                
10 Azul’s fleet of E-jets and ATRs, combined with TRIP’s, ranged from 45 to 118 seats, while the Boeing and 
Airbus fleet used by Gol and TAM on domestic flights had on average 180 seats.  
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in 2012, it almost doubled to 21 million in 2014, being the third largest airline by passenger 

numbers in the country.  

 

Azul was the dominant carrier in 70% of the markets it served (Beting, 2012). After the merger, 

the airline started operating at Guarulhos, Brazil’s largest airport, and Pampulha, as another 

option in Belo Horizonte, apart from the expansion in the North of the country. To the new 

passengers, it showed why it was preferred over the existing players, and continued diffusing the 

travel experience that brought Azul and TRIP to the stage. 

 

Through an innovative partnership with SKY, in late 2012, live TV started to be shown in the 

individual screens of the Embraer jets. Gol and TAM did not offer this entertainment option in 

domestic flights, and Avianca only streamed past content in its new fleet. In 2013, the airfares 

and Tudo Azul programme were readjusted for the company’s new phase. Although the 

company remained with the “Flex” and “Promo” fares, as the only passenger profiles, it started 

offering a “Tarifa Azul”, which was the lowest price possible for clients buying with at least 21 

days in advance – with payment in up to 10 instalments available. The loyalty programme 

became points-based, instead of the discount vouchers used before, with a new category 

TudoAzul Plus, between the basic and Safira memberships.  Different points were acquired 

according to the total price of the flight ticket and the client’s category, and other partners11 

added to accumulate points. The number of users increased 60%, to 4.5 million people in 2014. 

 

These changes were made to assure that the winning formula of low price and good service kept 

operational as Azul and TRIP became one big company. Competition among the Brazilian air 

companies grew constantly, as the restructuring of Avianca was on course, as well as Azul’s 

strengthening, and Gol and TAM were fighting to maintain their leadership positions.  So, apart 

from the existing strategies, the companies engaged in big sales promotions, bonus points on 

loyalty programmes, and almost aligned for the charge of extra luggage and buying via offline 

channels. In order to stand out, Azul invested on punctuality12, a new UniAzul training centre 

                                                
11 A total of 10 Tudo Azul partners were available, including credit cards.  

12 In March 2013 the company was awarded as “Most Punctual Airline in South America”, by FlightStats,  a flight 
and airports global information provider, with 80% punctuality registered. 
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(for up to 6,000 people and 4 flight simulators), an Excellence Programme (PEX) for service 

monitoring and improvements, in addition to the opening of six new points-of-sales in the 

countryside of Brazil, which increased sales in 300% in 2013, and partnerships with TAP 

Portugal, and then United Airlines, on ticket sales and frequent flyer programmes, respectively. 

A new and interactive mobile application was also made available for customers. 

 

Out of Azul’s operational power, changes were occurring in the commercial aviation 

environment in Brazil. In 2012, the company’s hub, Viracopos, was part of a government 

concessions programme, together with Guarulhos and Brasilia, that brought the Egis Groupe 

(from France) to operate the airport, and initiated its complete refurbishment to build a state-of-

the-art terminal, new parking lot, aircraft positions etc. The private consortium that won the 

concession aimed at transforming Viracopos the largest airport in Latin America over the 30 

years of contract, and Azul would certainly benefit from that. The airline was the company with 

the highest number of flights and destinations from a single airport in Brazil, and a new, quality 

infrastructure was welcome to offer a good service to its passengers. 

 

During the FIFA World Cup 2014, in Brazil, the terminal was not yet ready for passengers, but 

600 extras flights were added to 15 locations – mostly host cities – and the company 

compromised to charge no more than BRL 1,000.00 for a flight ticket, even with the booming 

demand. David Neeleman announced that this would generate a BRL 20 million reduction in 

revenues, but would stick to a loyal posture with its customers. 

 

Looking ahead to the inauguration of the new terminal, in September 2014, Azul announced 

international flights to Orlando and Fort Lauderdale, in the United States, from Viracopos. The 

airline introduced Airbus’ A330s to operate abroad and named itself “Brazil’s flag carrier”, 

adopting a brand with the Brazilian flag highlighted on its livery. Later that year, in November 

2014, a total of 35 models of the A320 Neo were acquired by Azul to operate domestic routes, in 

USD 3.6 billion deal. This came also after the company was granted slots to operate in 

Congonhas, together with Avianca. 
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Throughout these years of existence, Azul became even strategic for the Brazilian government, 

which saw an opportunity to develop commercial aviation even further in the country – after the 

200% growth in passenger numbers registered from 2004 to 2014 - through a National 

Programme for Regional Aviation (PNAR). Although open to all airlines in Brazil, the merger of 

Azul and TRIP was targeted, as the programme would consist of subsidies to smaller aircraft 

(such as Embraers and ATRs) on routes to aerodromes in the countryside. A total of BRL 7.3 

billion would be spent on 270 aerodromes to have at least 95% of the Brazilian population within 

100km of boarding a regular flight. 

 

All in all, Azul achieved some the best indicators in Brazil’s domestic aviation during the period 

from 2008 to 2014, as it became a protagonist among the traditional players. Along with 

Avianca, Gol and TAM, it was a founding member of ABEAR (the Business Association for Air 

Companies in the country), and become one of the favourites by the Portuguese government to 

participate in TAP’s privatisation process. It was even reported by Folha de São Paulo (2013) 

that David Neeleman’s plan was to buy TAP and JetBlue, with Azul, to form a new robust airline 

in Brazil, similar to VARIG in the past, with government support from National Bank for 

Economic and Social Development (BNDES).   

 

In fact, Azul entered the market and grew in a period of economic bonanza in Brazil, when the 

country’s middle class moved from 92 million people in 2008 to 113 million people in 2014, 

more than half of the Brazilian population. This scenario not only helped Azul to thrive in the 

commercial aviation market, but its operation was also in line with what the government 

considered strategic for the development of the country. Its business model of offering cheaper 

domestic flights, non-stop, with smaller aircraft (from Embraer, a national champion) to 

locations not covered by regular air routes before, stimulating air demand, became equivalent to 

what VARIG represented in the past, for current times (FAE, 2009). As the company’s fleet was 

larger than the usual regional airlines in Brazil (e.g. Pantanal, Passaredo), but feasible to compete 

in a niche market that the dominant players had a “barrier” to enter, gave it a valuable 

competitive advantage to succeed. 
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Yet, it is possible to say that another Brazilian airline initiated de facto the movement of opening 

air travel possibilities and transporting lower classes in the early 2000s, having a significant role 

in the increase in passenger number in the country. It is Gol Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes, which 

will be presented next. 

 

5.3. Gol 
 
Gol Smart Airlines, as registered in its business name, introduced the concept of “low cost, low 

fare” in the Brazilian market. When the company was founded, in 2000, it announced the 

democratisation of regular air transport in the country, targeting the lower social classes (B and C 

– the latter being the “new middle class” as referred in the Azul case), rather than the traditional 

Brazilian flyers of high income (class A). Grupo Áurea, the largest group of road transport in 

Brazil, was in charge of the project, promising flights tickets 40% cheaper than the average, with 

an unprecedented supply of simplicity in commercial aviation.  

 

Initially, a total of USD 12 million were in the hands of Constantino de Oliveira Junior to bring 

Gol to life.  As the first decade of the 2000s passed, the airline moved from the last player in 

domestic RPK share, to the second force in the Brazilian market, assuming a leadership position 

along with TAM. Throughout this period, Brazil and commercial aviation passed by important 

transformations, which at the same brought challenges and opportunities to elevate the company 

to a leading position. It became the world’s third largest 737 low-cost carrier (Boeing, 2011) and 

the 40th airline group by revenue in 2014 (Airline Business, 2015b).  

 

A brief introduction to the airline operations before the period of analysis (2008-2014) will be 

made the next subchapter, so that a more comprehensive understanding of Gol’s resources is 

presented thereafter. 

 
 
5.3.1. Low cost carrier in the Brazilian market 
 
Gol was granted operating authorisation by Brazil’s former Department of Civil Aviation in 

January 2001, when it started flying within six domestic destinations with a fleet of Boeings 737. 
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At that point, not only ANAC was still to be created, but the country as a whole was at a 

different stage of economic and institutional development than when Azul entered the market. 

This translated into a different demand for air transport and different environmental conditions 

for its business.  

 

Back then, although flight ticket sales were on the rise (FSP apud Binder, 2003), only 31 million 

passengers used air transport in 2000 (out of the 175 million existing Brazilians), being 6 million 

passengers those who travelled more than once in a year. Airfares were still controlled by 

Aviation Authorities in Brazil and competition was economically fragile, with VARIG 

dominating the commercial flights. On the other hand, the country’s GDP was expected to grow 

and deregulation was being discussed by the government.  

 

Encouraged by these premises, Gol started operating to attract a share of the expected demand 

growth for that decade, and to benefit from a more liberated market to come, which it was also 

pushing for. Its structure was defined using international LCCs as benchmarks, such as 

Southwest Airlines, EasyJet, Ryanair and even, JetBlue, co-founded by Azul’s David Neeleman. 

Adjusting a few points to the local reality (e.g. services to be included, and airports to operate), a 

Brazilian low-cost company was born.  

 

Gol innovated by eliminating the printed ticket (providing just a reservation code), selling flights 

on the internet and telephone only (not on physical shops), outsourcing as much as possible 

(from ground handling services to maintenance), reducing the cabin crew to as least as possible 

(according to the legislation), and serving cereal bars and non-alcoholic drinks during the flights. 

A standardised fleet of new Boeings 737-700 and 737-800, “Next Generation” models also 

reduced the company’s costs, as they consumed 11% less fuel than similar older models, had less 

maintenance costs13, and were safer. As the in-flight service was minimal, the aircraft galley 

ovens were removed, which meant more seats and less associated costs (e.g. cleaning, food 

storage, turnaround time).  

 

                                                
13 A modern fleet has systems that identify better problems in the aircraft and facilitate maintenance work.  
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Consequently, the airfares charged were likewise low. Gol’s ticket prices were the lowest in 

Brazil, up to 57% cheaper than the promotional fares of TAM, Transbrasil, VASP and VARIG  

(Veja, 2001). As the Brazilian authorities liberated domestic flights prices, in August 2001, the 

new airline was selling single tickets as low as BRL 50.00 or even BRL 1.00 to some 

destinations. These conditions were for flights during the middle of the morning or afternoon, 

with minimal stay required, as well as the need to buy a full fare ticket to return, and sales only 

during the weekends – to avoid businesspeople to buy it.  

 

One of the things that Gol kept similar to competitors was the routes, to the big cities in Brazil, 

as medium-sized cities and secondary airports did not have sufficient demand. But, Gol’s 

airplanes were less time on the ground, flying 10.5 hours a day, on average, while the 

competitors flew 8 to 9.5 hours per day. Plus, with 12 more seats on every Boeing it owned, for 

every 11 flights flown, the company embarked the equivalent of an additional flight than 

competitors (Binder, 2006). Thus, the yield management had reached a good balance to price 

tickets in a way that was attractive for the price-sensitive passengers (usually on holidays) to 

travel by air. Even the flight timetable was planned to avoid the peak hours of TAM and VARIG, 

as mentioned by one of its executives: “We fly up to later at night and we start earlier. Our 

passenger pays BRL 100 less and is subject to less comfort for flying a bit earlier or later” 

(Binder, 2003). 

 

Undoubtedly, Gol’s entry in the Brazilian aviation market transformed competition among 

domestic players and altered its overall dynamic. The airline had a significant impact the 

reduction of airfares charged in Brazil and offered new possibilities to passengers willing to fly 

with less comfort involved. Successive records were beaten as the company transported more 

than 2 million passengers and reached 17 destinations on its first year of operations, despite a 

low load factor in the beginning.  

 

As the aviation market changed in Brazil, with the bankruptcy of Transbrasil and VASP, Gol 

was there to advance, and, in 2004, it became the fourth most profitable air company in the 

world, with a net and operational profit ranked the 20th highest for airlines worldwide. A total of 

26 routes and 27 airplanes were operational. By 2005, its market share was 30% of domestic 
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RPK, against 40% by leader TAM, and equivalent to the 30% by former leader VARIG – already 

in a severe crisis.  

 

The innovation factors mentioned served as an important advantage to Gol’s ascension, as it kept 

growing year after year, with positive financial results. With the same modus operandi, 

international flights to Argentina, Bolivia and Paraguay started14, as routes to those countries, 

from Sao Paulo, were shorter than some services within Brazil (e.g. Sao Paulo-Manaus). In 2006, 

the airline announced the largest deal for aircraft acquisition in Latin America, consisting of 121 

Boeings 737-800 Next Generation, in a way that it could continue expanding while keeping its 

costs down. However, on the same year, one of its jets collided on air, killing 154 passengers and 

crew, on the deadliest accident in Brazil’s civil aviation history at that time, and bringing large 

indenisations to pay. 

 

Still, Gol’s ambition was to become the top air company in the country. It was already serving 50 

destinations in Brazil and South America, with more than 60 Boeings 737 in operation, and only 

minor changes made in the in-flight service (e.g. peanuts and snacks introduced). On the verge of 

the country’s “aerial blackout”, as the air traffic crisis in Brazil was named after the company’s 

accident in 2006, and following VARIG’s disruption in the same year, Gol saw an opportunity to 

move a step forward against the market leader, TAM.  

 

 

5.3.2. Acquisition of VRG and Webjet 
 
Since VARIG went bankrupt and ceased its operations in July 2006, a new phase in the history 

of commercial aviation in Brazil began. The former air company had been the pioneer for air 

travel in the country and remained operational for 79 years, from the period of its monopoly in 

civil aviation to the rise of Gol and TAM - as well as OceanAir and TRIP. It used to be a 

Brazilian icon that became one of the largest airlines worldwide, and even when its financial 

crisis worsened in the early 2000s, it prevailed as a strong second force in the market. Thus, just 

                                                
14 Followed by Chile and Peru in the coming years. 
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after its disruption, a new sectorial configuration started, drastically changing the competitive 

landscape in the following years15.  

 

Gol and TAM that were the major players at that time, took over the growing demand in need for 

air transport services in Brazil. In 2006, as a result of this new dynamic, the first grew 47.5% and 

the latter 30%. Constantino Junior’s company, which had been growing above average in this 

market, consolidate itself as the second major player, in a virtual duopoly with TAM. By 

February 2007, it had 40.3% market share against 47.3% of RPK participation of its main 

competitor.  

 

The Smart Airlines then decided to buy the Boeings 767 and the national and international route 

authorisations of the so-called VRG Linhas Aéreas or “New VARIG”, which was a judicial 

arrangement of the former airline16. Gol bought it in April 2007 for USD 320 million and, as 

result of the new fleet and frequencies, it became only 2.5% away of the market leader TAM, in 

terms of market share. Yet, on the same year, fuel prices rose, and so did its costs, leaving Gol 

with its first negative financial result. 

 

From 2008 on, it was a new phase for Brazil’s aviation and a new moment for Gol. The company 

had to be restructured, now with VRG, to bring its prosperity back. A number of changes were, 

therefore, introduced from its route network and fleet to ticket prices, on-board service and 

loyalty programme.  

 

Routes served and frequency 

With the acquisition of VRG Airlines, in 2007, Gol’s flight network reached a new level. Not 

only its domestic routes were complemented, but also its international flights were further 

expanded. Inside Brazil, all State capital’s were already covered, as well as some regional 

                                                
15 More details will be provided on Chapter 6 – Consolidation of Resource Base (2008-2014). 

16 The former airline was divided into two companies, one with the debts (“old VARIG”) and another with the 
“healthy” part of the company (“new VARIG”), which was put on sale in order to help pay the debts. Along with its 
“healthy” assets, Gol acquired the company’s loyalty programme, Smiles. 
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destinations17, but new frequencies were added, especially to and from Brasilia and Sao Paulo, 

while a new route to Fernando de Noronha was opened. Internationally, VRG routes and fleet led 

Gol to Europe and North America – France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Spain, the United Kingdom 

and the United States -, with reinforced services within South America – to Colombia, 

Venezuela, and the South Cone.   

 

Gol’s strategy was to benefit from the internationally-recognised VARIG brand, which it 

acquired the right to use, in order to attract new demand and become Brazil’s largest airline, in 

lieu of TAM. Nonetheless, the company’s load factor for the new services were surprisingly low, 

below 50% of seats supplied. At a moment when fuel costs increased, and so did the USD 

exchange rate in Brazil, as a result of the international financial crisis in 2008, Gol’s debt in 

soared. Hence, a period of adjustments commenced. 

 

The company cut regional routes in the State of Sao Paulo and its European and North American 

flights18, where it could not compete against TAM and the international carriers. In the second 

semester of 2008, Gol and VRG merged into a single business entity, focusing on reducing the 

costs that skyrocketed after the acquisition, while benefiting from the tax incentives of the “new 

VARIG”. The traditional “star” brand continued to be used, but focused on the international 

flights to South America. Still, passengers did not seem to believe in Gol maintaining the same 

standards of the former airline, as its load factor remained low. As a result, the route to Peru was 

shut and frequencies were reduced to Chile, Colombia, and Venezuela. 

 

Finally, Gol created a differentiated economy class and restructured its in-flight service to 

continue competitive in the market, as Azul entered and Avianca was also remodelling itself. The 

company invested in its just-acquired loyalty programme, Smiles as well. Thus, its domestic 

                                                
17 Mostly in the countryside of the State of Sao Paulo and the South of Brazil (Parana, Santa Catarina, and Rio 
Grande do Sul), as well as some destinations in the North and Northeast of the country (Acre, Bahia Ceara, 
Maranhao, Para, Paraiba, and Pernambuco) and in the State of Minas Gerais.  

18 At first, the routes to Madrid and Paris remained operational, but were shut later that year.  
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flights recovered load factor fast and the company maintained its route network with 49 routes 

inside Brazil and 9 abroad, in its core South American markets19.  

 

After peaking over 45% of market share, with VRG’s purchase in mid-2008, Gol’s participation 

had gone down around 40% and even below, in the beginning of 2009, due to Azul’s rise. 

However, as the airline restructured and load factor recovered, it went up again in mid-2009 to 

fiercely compete against TAM. In fact, both company’s virtually tied in July 2009 with 43% of 

domestic market (RPK), with Gol threatening the latter’s leadership position.  

  

From late 2009 onwards, Gol resumed flights with VRG’s Boeings 767 to the Caribbean, adding 

a number of international routes in 2010, while its domestic network remained unchanged. 

During this period, VRG routes became the North of South America and Caribbean, whereas Gol 

operated all flights inside Brazil and the South part of the hemisphere. In February 2011, 

although the company – along with TAM - had systematically lost market share in the domestic 

market, it reached the top position in RPKs, slightly above its oldest competitor.  

 

On the other hand, TAM’s response came right after and in May 2011 Gol went down 5 p.p. to a 

total 35% market share, at the same time that its competitor went up 5 p.p. to a total of 45%. The 

poor performance inside Brazil led it to consider increasing seat supply in the profitable airports 

of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, but its standard fleet of Boeings 737 left it stranded to increase 

supply in existing flights and no slots were available on these airports to increase frequencies, as 

the country saw its internal demand boom with the high GDP growth in the past years. The 

solution Gol found was to buy a smaller “low cost, low fare” competitor, based in Rio de 

Janeiro: Webjet Linhas Aéreas. 

 

Webjet had only kept a top market share around 5% since its foundation in 2005, but had 

strategic slots at Congonhas, Guarulhos and Santos Dumont (its hub), and more frequencies to 

Gol’s destinations, including some complementary regional routes. With the BRL 43 million 

deal, Gol gained new strength, by having 36% of the slots at Santos Dumont, compared to 24% 

                                                
19 Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Venezuela. 
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from TAM, where the majority of its flights20 were air shuttle to and from Congonhas. So, it 

could maintain its position in a increasingly competitive market. 

 

Gol’s increased its network to over 60 destinations in Brazil, when combined to Webjet’s routes 

in 2011. The same year marked the expansion of flights to the Caribbean islands by VRG. In 

December, as a consequence of the company’s recovery, Delta Airlines acquired USD 100 

million in shares, worth approximately 3% of its equity.  

 

Over the next years, Gol’s market share in the domestic market continued close to TAM’s, as 

both airlines competed for the leadership position. In 2012, Paulo Kakinoff assumed Constantino 

Junior’s place as the company’s CEO. Since the Brazilian competition defence system had 

approved Webjet’s incorporation, one of it’s first movements was to end up with acquired 

company brand, with Gol assuming all of the national routes. The same occurred with VRG in 

2013 for international flights. Gol had started flying to Miami and Orlando, following Delta’s 

partnership, and created a subsidiary in the Dominican Republic (“Gol Dominicana”), where it 

could have a refuelling stop21. At that point, all 65 destinations became operated by Gol only. 

 

After this rearrangement, Gol decided to reduce the number of destinations, serving a total of 52 

domestic airports in 2014 – plus its routes in South America, the United States and the 

Caribbean. Throughout the year of 2014, frequencies inside Brazil were increased to match the 

demand for the FIFA World Cup events in the country, especially in the 12 host cities. The Air 

France-KLM Group bought 1.5% of Gol’s shares, extending the company’s international reach 

and feeding more passengers in its domestic network. This will be covered in detail in the next 

subchapter, 5.3.3. - International partnerships. 

 

 

 

                                                
20 40% out of the total number of slots owned by Gol and Webjet. 

21 The hub in Santo Domingo was part of a strategy to increase Gol’s revenues in US dollars, as it could expand to 
the busy routes linking Brazil and the United States, while keeping costs low for using the same aircraft it used on 
shorter routes.  
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Air fleet 

Gol’s competitive advantage had relied extensively on its fleet of Boeings 737 since its 

foundation. As previously mentioned in this work, a large part of the success of its business 

model came from operating a standardised fleet of new aircrafts, which incurred less 

maintenance costs, fuel costs22, and provided a personalised internal design for more seats, while 

keeping the regulatory compliance in terms of safety. More than that, from 2006 on, Gol 

operated its own aircraft maintenance centre, in Confins, which was considered the largest and 

most advanced of its kind in Latin America. 

 

When VRG was acquired in 2007, Gol’s fleet reached 109 airplanes, most of it being its 737-700 

and 737-800 Nest Generation models (72 in total), but VRG’s Boeings 767-200 and 767-300 

were included, and a quarter of the total were the B737-300 models. These ones had been 

included since 2004, to keep the pace of supply and meet the growing demand, while the Next 

Generation models ordered were not delivered by the manufacturer.  However, as the years went 

by, their number grew to almost match the B737-700 models in 2007 (28 against 31, in total), 

considering the units received from VRG.  

 

As the restructuring period came, in 2008, Gol announced the phase out of all B737-300 models. 

At the same time, the B767 models, which were initially used for the intercontinental flights 

operated by VRG, were rescheduled to the South American routes, being also phased out later. 

Gol had reached a stage when its fleet was no longer standardised and new anymore, plus its load 

factor registered significantly low levels, leading to financial losses. What was initially planned 

as a homogenous fleet of B737-800 Next Generation models by 2010, because it had the lowest 

cost per available seat  for Gol, was undermined by the demand and geographical restrictions of 

some routes23 – needing the B737-700 instead –, the use of B737-300 models and the 

incorporation of VRG’s airplanes. Therefore, a new adjustment was needed. 

                                                
22 Including the use of winglets, which improve performance on takeoffs and landings or short airstrips, in addition 
to 3% to 5% less fuel costs it provides. 

23 While the demand level for some locations was not feasible for Gol’s Boeings 737-800 Next Generation models, 
it was reported the length of some airstrips in Brazil as a problem. In an attempt to tackle this second issue at an 
important airport for Gol, Santos Dumont, the company developed with Boeing a Short Field Performance version 
of the B737-800 that could land there.  
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Before the merger of Gol and VRG, the company even adopted a more comfortable layout of its 

Next Generation planes to be used by the latter. The B767 models, in turn, operated with two 

travel classes. These factors, combined with the above mentioned,  substantially increased Gol’s 

costs, at a period of reverse conditions for the company. Then, in the post-merger period of 2008, 

the airline’s fleet consisted of 115 airplanes, already with approximately half of the number of 

B737-300 models than before, and a reduced number of B767s too. 

 

In 2009, Gol’s fleet continued growing, and so did its load factor, with the phase out of those 

models on course and the new Next Generation models received having an important role in the 

airline’s rebalancing. After peaking in 127 aircrafts that year, the company’s fleet was reduced 

back to 123 models in 2010, as the last B737-300 airplanes went away. Given the difficulties in 

transferring the B767s to other players, it resumed longer international flights to the Caribbean 

with them, although they were just 5% of the fleet in 2010. The vast majority (92% or 114 

airplanes) were the Next Generation Boeings.  

 

By 2011, its B737-300 models were finally gone, and Gol’s fleet of 125 aircraft basically 

consisted of the 700s and 800s Boeing 737, with only two of B767 still operational. On the same 

year, however, the acquisition of Webjet was realised, bringing its B737-300 aircraft to Gol’s 

ownership again. As Paulo Kakinoff assumed the CEO position for the company and started a 

new era, starting with the incorporation of Webjet’s brand into the one from Smart Airlines, 

these Boeing models were immediately transferred to other players.  

 

During this new phase, Gol’s fleet reached a new peak of 131 aircraft in 2012, standardised again 

in the Next Generation models24, and keeping the upward movement in the years that followed. 

The company’s in-flight experience had changed with the “Gol no Ar” (up in the air) system, via 

on-board Wi-Fi, which offered to the passenger’s mobile device. Also, Gol became the first 

airline in Latin America to operate B737s with Sky Interior. A new contract worth USD 6 billion 

was sealed with Boeing, in October 2012, for 60 aircraft of the B737 Max models, as Gol was 

                                                
24 The last Boeing 767 models owned by Gol were transferred to its partner, Delta Airlines. 
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assuming all the routes in its network (of former VRG and Webjet), as well as establishing a new 

hub in Dominican Republic.  

 

From 2013, the internal configuration of its airplanes was adapted to commercialise a more 

comfortable seat (Gol + Conforto), with wider legroom to its passengers, in a move to remain 

competitive in the market that had Avianca Brazil and Azul providing a better flight experience 

than the longer-standing companies (Gol and TAM).  On the verge of the FIFA Confederations 

Cup, and next year’s football World Cup, Gol announced that it would be the official carrier of 

Brazil’s national team, painting some of its 138 airplanes with different colours and drawings25, 

out of the white-and-orange livery that prevailed over the years of its existence.  

 

Gol’s fleet totalised 140 aircraft in 2014, the majority being the B737-800 Next Generation (104 

summed), and the rest of the reduced 700s model. After a period of turmoil, subsequent to the 

acquisition of VRG and Webjet, the air company resumed its initial plan of standardised fleet, 

which preferred the lowest cost version of the Boeing 737-800 Next Generation. Still, even 

though it continued prioritising cost control for its fleet, rather than passenger experience, Gol 

had to adapt its flight service to include more legroom and entertainment options, especially with 

the consolidation of international routes and the increasingly competitive domestic market. All in 

all, it managed to keep the maintenance end controlled26, at the same time it became “one of the 

largest 737 operators in the world and a driving force in commercial aviation” (Boeing, 2011).  

 

Flight ticket price and service 

Gol’s pricing strategy followed the “low fare” principle, which is one of the two pillars for low 

cost carriers. After the Brazilian government liberated airfares for domestic flights, in 2001, the 

air company had an important role in the reduction of the average flight ticket price registered in 

the country, of 40% within a decade. In fact, during its first years of operation, it substantially 

changed the competitive dynamics of commercial aviation in Brazil by offering single flight 
                                                
25 As well as having airplanes with the colours of the Brazilian flag (green and yellow), plus the badge of the 
national football association, Gol had Brazilian twin artists “Os Gêmeos” to paint its B737. 

26 Including a partnership with Boeing for its maintenance centre, since 2010 with increased investments over the 
years, that validated Gol’s “commitment to continuous improvement (…) to make their airplanes and operations to 
run more efficiently” (Boeing, 2011). 
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tickets for BRL 1.00, in a highly controversial movement that was subject to legal proceedings 

from market leaders TAM and VARIG, at that time.  

 

Targeting higher load factor indexes, the Smart Airlines took advantage of its low-cost structure 

to compete with longer established companies. Notwithstanding, aviation critics, including 

TAM’s former CEO, Rolim Amaro, did not see this strategy sustainable in the long run: “These 

guys are mad, they won’t pay their monthly bills. (…) There is zero chance that this company 

will succeed” (Binder, 2006). 

 

As a matter of fact, Gol did thrive in the domestic market and remained the second largest 

player, in terms of RPKs, in the years that followed VARIG’s bankruptcy. However, it was also 

at that moment that the company’s strategy collapsed. In an ambitious manoeuver to reach the 

leadership position of the Brazilian aviation market, Gol acquired the former airline’s fruitful 

assets and Webjet’s, subsequently, which transformed its initial structure into a costlier 

arrangement.   

 

From 2008, under a period of adjustments, Gol tried to bring its costs down to remain 

competitive, and succeeded to re-adequate its financial statements that were heavily unbalanced 

after the acquisition of VRG. Yet, it came at the expense of offering higher ticket prices, because 

that a was different moment for the airline and for the environment it operated in. The company 

was no longer newly born, with a lean organisational structure and modern fleet. It faced the 

weight of having absorbed an extensive international network, older aircraft of different models, 

and a more complex internal organisation (e.g. staff, flight service and loyalty programme) than 

it had before. Furthermore, the fuel costs escalated, as well the Brazilian exchange rate to the US 

dollar - at a time when its external debt soared -, and new competition was fighting in the market 

(i.e. Azul and a restructured Avianca Brazil).  

 

If Gol was once the efficient newcomer to compete against older established players, at that point 

it became the among the settled market leaders that new competition was willing to beat with 

their rational organisational structures. And this had an effect on the flight ticket prices it 

charged.  
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All in all, it is possible to say that if Gol had a significant role in the first years of domestic 

airfares liberation in Brazil, a second phase of price reduction was the result of increased 

competition, from 2008 onwards, and the contribution of a booming demand for air transport in 

the country. Hence, even though prices continued to diminish over these years, the company was 

not the one pushing it anymore, as it needed to rebalance its finances, so this task was performed 

by the new competition - especially by the low-cost carrier Azul. 

 

As a result, over the years between 2008 and 2014, Gol’s ticket prices, that had been the lowest 

in Brazil’s aviation history, were then comparable to TAM’s, which was known for the highest 

airfares in Brazil in the post-VARIG period27. In another words, throughout the period of 

analysis, Gol offered a higher fare than it used to at first, keeping low fares to be sold on Super 

Saver campaigns (named “Super Feirão”), mostly held when it had to respond to the 

competition’s large promotion deals.  

 

Also, from 2009 onwards, tickets were priced according to four different passenger profiles28, 

namely Free, Flexible, Programmed, and Promotional, in which cheaper or more expensive 

flights could be bought, in line with the loyalty points acquired, and extra fees29 included or not. 

Consequently, a single flight from Brasilia to Fortaleza, for example, could be bought for BRL 

209.00 or less, on the Programme and Promotional fares, compared to up to BRL 895.00, if 

bought on the high-end profiles.  

 

On the other hand, there was no difference among the tickets bought for the in-flight service 

provided, given that the same conditions applied to the entire Economy Class operated by the 

company30. Although no major changes were made to Gol’s on-board services since it started 

                                                
27 More information on TAM’s case study, in the next chapter of this work.  

28 An international movement towards these four passenger profiles was on course, and Gol adhered to them 
following TAM’s decision in 2008. 

29 Such as cancellation charges, fees for ticket change, refunds and extra luggage. 

30 During the years of the VRG brand, an Economy Premium class was also offered (named “Comfort class”), with a 
differentiaded service – e.g. superior food and drinks - was provided on international flights.  
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operating -  as the company continued opting to a low-cost approach, despite the increase in its 

tickets prices -, important improvements were necessary to maintain the airline’s competitiveness 

in the Brazilian market.  

 

From 2008, the Smiles loyalty programme entered Gol’s flights and, with it, the VIP lounges that 

could be used by the top members before boarding. In terms of the in-flight food provided, the 

cereal bars were substituted to sandwiches in 2009, while Gol’s entertainment system for mobile 

devices via Wi-Fi (“Gol no Ar”) was introduced in 2011, and wider legroom began to be offered 

from 2013 on, as the comfort seats (“Gol + Conforto”) became operational. The Boeings 737 

with Sky Interior also changed the passenger experience on the company’s flights.  

  

Out of a company that introduced a new way of flying in Brazil, with a simplified business 

model, Gol moved a step forward with these new features that were offered to all of its 

passengers. Only the comfort seats were subject to an additional fee. This came at a time when 

TAM was the preferred choice by businesspeople looking an extensive route network at a non-

low cost format, and Avianca Brazil and Azul offered a more comfortable flight (e.g 

entertainment options, warm meals) as well, sometimes even with a lower ticket price. 

Therefore, Gol had to offer a better counterpart for the price it was charging. The Smiles 

programme also contributed to a large extent, for being the largest of its kind in Latin America, 

carrying some of benefits from VARIG with it. 

 

Frequent flyer programme 

The period between 2008 and 2014 marked the beginning of a frequent flyer strategy for Gol’s 

operations. Following VRG’s acquisition in 2007, its Smiles programme was extended to be 

used in the white-and-orange flights in October 2008. The air miles’ acquisition system had been 

originally created by VARIG in 1994, as a defensive action to the creation of TAM’s Fidelidade 

the year before (Binder, 2007a), and soon reached the position of largest frequent flyer 

programme in Latin America. As the former airline used to be a member of Star Alliance, Smiles 

was an attractive programme for Brazilian passengers flying with the carrier or one its partners. 

However, with VARIG’s disruption in 2006, when the Star Alliance membership also finalised, 

its clients were concerned with the fate of the programme. 
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Still, when Gol assumed Smiles as its own loyalty system, approximately six million clients were 

enrolled and the company was engaged in maintaining trust, in order to benefit the most from it. 

The company innovated by creating promotions for clients using earned miles to issue an award 

ticket with less than the usual points required. More than that, a number of new forms to obtain 

miles were introduced, via the new partnerships made.   

 

If the Smiles programme was a crucial part of Gol’s success in this period of rebalancing to face 

the domestic competition, its partners, in turn, had an important role in making it attractive again 

for Brazilian passengers. Hotels, credit cards, online and offline shops, were among the many 

associates it regained. In terms of air partners, which were reduced to none with VARIG’s 

bankruptcy, Gol could bring them back as code-share and interline agreements were sealed. With 

Delta Airline’s equity acquisition, in 2011, and the Air France-KLM Group, in 2014, the 

integration was facilitated between their respective frequent flyers as well.  

 

Besides these points mentioned, Gol worked on the usability part of the programme, with a new 

website, providing easy access to spend miles on award flights and partner offers. The possibility 

of buying points, transferring them, or using them as part of the payment for a Gol flight ticket 

were prioritised, and the more a passenger used it, could upgrade to Silver, Gold and Diamond 

statuses with more and more benefits. Smiles even innovated by creating a Member’s Club 

(“Clube Smiles”), in 2013, that functioned by charging a monthly fee of BRL 30.00 in exchange 

for a thousand monthly points acquisition, even without flying, and some privileges referring to 

validity of points, credit card points transferring and prior sales information.  

 

By 2014, a total of 10.3 million clients were enrolled in the programme and over 150 partners, 

making it one of the largest loyalty programmes in Brazil31. Also, in the same year, it was 

considered the best frequent flyer programme in the country, by the specialised website Melhores 

Destinos. So, while it brought a significant advantage to Gol to attract passengers, at a time when 

its price and on-board service was not competitive enough against the other competitors, Smiles 

                                                
31 Since 2013, Smiles S.A. became an independent, public-listed company in Brazil in charge of exclusively 
managing the frequent flyer programme from Gol.  
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also became a profitable that continued growing over these years of analysis. By targeting 

international partnerships with as many air companies as possible, Gol and its passengers 

benefited to a larger extent than just being part of single company, as it will be shown next. 

 
5.3.3. International partnerships 
 
In this new stage of Gol’s development, from 2008 to 2014, apart from the incorporations of 

VRG and Webjet, the international partnerships sealed with other air companies were part of its 

competitive advantage in the Brazilian commercial aviation market. More than 60 airlines 

became partners with Gol through interline and code-share agreements, reflecting in its sales, 

load factor, the Smiles programme, network expansion, overall visibility, among others. 

 

In 2008, the airline was already partnered with Air France-KLM, Delta Airlines, Aerolineas 

Argentinas, Continental and Copa Airlines – the very first partner, since 2005. Over the years 

until 2014, this number increased 1000% and the first two actually became Gol’s shareholders. 

The impact brought by these partnerships was substantial, as the company went from a LCC with 

no partnerships and loyalty programme in the first years of its creation, to the most connected 

airline in Brazil, in terms of partners.  

 

Unlike the other carriers, Avianca and TAM, that opted to join a global alliance of air 

companies, Gol decided to remain single in order to be able to have as many partnerships as 

possible. The results were that Gol became more attractive to the Brazilian passenger, who had 

more flight options with the company, Smiles points acquisition, as well as award tickets, with 

Gol or the air partners, for instance, and thus could see more than just flying with Gol when 

choosing for the company instead of competitors. On the other hand, this not only translated into 

more revenues for Gol, but more passenger feed from air partners, its flights made available on 

their sales systems, and a prioritisation over Brazilian competitors with it.  

 

For these reasons, sealing partnerships was a strategic move from Gol to compete with the new 

players, Avianca Brazil (restructured) and Azul. By 2014, although Gol had lost some ground, in 

terms of market share, it maintained its position as top two in the domestic market, a rank that 

challenged and fiercely competed against TAM. 
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5.4. TAM 
 
TAM is the oldest airline still in operation in Brazil and the market leader in the period between 

2008 and 2014, considering the domestic market share of RPKs.  The company was originally 

created as air taxi, in 1961, then became a regional player in 1976, before it finally turned into a 

major player in the late 1990s, reaching the top position from beginning of the next decade. 

TAM became known for rolling out a red carpet to welcome passengers boarding its planes (later 

branded as “The Magic Red Carpet”) and for keeping a close relationship between CEO and 

clients. Captain Rolim Amaro, its founder and chairman - until his death in 2001 -, entered the 

company as a pilot, but brought this new approach to customer relationship management in 

Brazil’s aviation. Thus, in respect to his contribution, an annual ALTA award was named after 

him, honouring customer service excellence from an airline’s perspective in the region. 

  

In the years’ that followed Captain Rolim’s command, a new series of transformations occurred 

as TAM assumed most of the services from VARIG and it became the legacy carrier of Brazil. 

Prior to the merger with LAN, to form the LATAM Airlines Group, in 2010, the company was 

already the largest in the Southern Hemisphere, by fleet size, and developed into one of the 

largest aviation groups in the world with its Chilean partner.  

 

A brief introduction on the initial stages of the airline will be present next, followed by the 

analysis of its resources, during the years between 2008 and 2014 in the subsequent items of this 

work.  

 
5.4.1. From air taxi to Brazilian leader 
 
As previously mentioned, TAM’s history is composed of different phases that matched its stages 

of development. That being said, even the date of its foundation could subject to interpretations 

of its past. Considering the company’s official sources, TAM’s anniversary is celebrated from 

the date of the foundation of its regional company, in May 1976. However, before that, 

Transportes Aéreos Marília already operated as air taxi since 1963.  
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During these initial 13 years, Captain Rolim was one of its pilots, who, after quitting the 

company, bought it from a Brazilian mill owner and transformed it into Marilia Air Taxi (still 

TAM, in the Portuguese acronym), based in the countryside of the State of Sao Paulo. With the 

first jets entering the country for executive aviation, TAM bought its Bombardier Learjet with 

the assistance of business partners, until Rolim regained company control paying USD 2 million 

in 1976. From that moment, the Brazilian Air Transport Integrated System was also created to 

develop regional aviation and TAM – Transportes Aéreos Regionais begun to operate in 

partnership with VASP, as it transferred seven turboprop Embraer Bandeirante models and 

routes to the new associate. At that moment, a strict control of the sector existed and the 

Brazilian government was in charge of distributing the regional routes.  

 

The first years of regional TAM were marked the financial difficulties, given that air fares were 

regulated and costs were high to fly, considering the small capacity of the aircraft. Thus, Rolim’s 

strategy from the beginning was to improve service quality in the routes it operated, in order to 

attract passengers within the State of Sao Paulo, North of Parana, and South of Mato Grosso32 to 

opt for flying instead of road transport. TAM would not even cancel flights with low load factor 

to remain reliable, and the in-flight service was enhanced. As a result, its number of passengers 

skyrocketed.  

 

In the decade that followed, cost rationalisation was the watchword at TAM, to maintain the 

company profitable, at the same time it could not control the flight ticket price. An outsourcing 

of all indirect staff and services took place, but passenger comfort continued strong to keep 

airplanes full – even though the Bandeirante models did not help in hat sense. That was the time 

when the company started leasing Fokker-27 aircraft, used in the routes connecting the city of 

Sao Paulo to the countryside. By 1982, with eight of these models on its fleet, the company was 

transporting 1,400 passengers per day, about 230% more than it used to with the Bandeirantes.   

 

From 1986, as the Brazilian government moved VARIG, VASP and other national airlines to 

Guarulhos, regional routes started to be operated at Congonhas, in the centre of Sao Paulo’s 

                                                
32 The Brazilian State of Mato Grosso was then divided into Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul, where TAM 
operated.  
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capital city. Only turboprop planes could fly from the airport, which mostly attracted 

businesspeople and passengers to the air shuttle to Rio de Janeiro. During this phase that Rolim 

started to transform TAM into a national player.  

 

TAM and a partner airline, acquired by Rolim, integrated their route networks, in a way that the 

passenger could go and return the same day, with less stops and a good service on board. At first, 

Brazil’s former Department of Civil Aviation condemned the practice, for TAM being a regional 

player that started competing with the major Brazilian airlines Transbrasil, VARIG and VASP. 

But, in 1989, TAM was granted the authorisation to fly between Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, 

out of those players’ air shuttle services. These flights, named “First Class” had an impeccable 

service, on board and on land, as passengers did not have “the long queues of competitors, and 

they could book flight and seat beforehand” (Binder, 2006). Rolim used to attract passengers 

himself, on the airport, by presenting the new company to the people33. Hence, an average of 

95% load factor was registered, inclusively beating the big competitors during peak hours 

(Binder, 2006). 

 

Throughout the early 1990s, in response to the Boeing jets adopted by the major players, TAM 

started operating its Fokker-100 models to remain competitive in the Brazilian market. Although 

a large marketing campaign was released to promote the new jet, Rolim used to be present at the 

boarding gate in order to raise the passengers’ confidence, often exchanging business cards and 

keeping a close communication with them. As the TAM brand became consolidated, the business 

frequent flyers turned into an important share of its passengers, especially on Congonhas flights. 

This was essential for the company’s consecutive success. 

 

The last decade of the 20th century was the period of economic opening in Brazil and the 

aviation sector also took part in it. When TAM was finally liberated to operate as the longer 

established players of that time, it already had a familiar service to passengers, and could grow 

fast, in the business segment above all. Rolim adapted its close contact with clients to an 

innovative programme named “Fale com o Presidente” (Speak with the President), in which 

                                                
33 This approach by Captain Rolim became TAM’s trademark for years.  
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messages with suggestions or complaints could be sent to the Captain. In 1993, following the 

liberation of international frequent flyer programmes in Brazil, TAM introduced the “Fidelidade” 

programme (with the word for loyalty, in Portuguese), as the pioneer system in the country to 

receive an award flight for every 10 flown. The same year, the airline was considered the best 

transport company in the country by Exame magazine34.  

 

By 1994, TAM had a fleet of 13 Fokker-100 jets and transported over 1.5 million passengers a 

year, which translated into USD 260 million in revenues (Maiores e Melhores, 2004).  Due to the 

good performance in the domestic market, the company acquired Paraguayan carrier LAPSA 

(Lineas Aereas Paraguayas SA) aiming at expanding abroad with a new brand “TAM Mercosul”. 

In 1996, the airline operated flights to 96 destinations with a fleet of 96 aircraft, and it was 

considered “the most profitable air company in the world by Airline Business magazine” 

(Binder, 2006).  

 

A series of other awards were won over the years, from “best airline in the world”, by Air 

Transport World to silver medal to TAM Fidelidade at the New York Festival, as well as “best 

Fokker-100 operator in the world”, by the Dutch manufacturer. TAM had substituted older 

Fokker jets to new ones with more room for in-flight service, and implemented a ticketless 

reservation system, by phone, so passengers could go straight to the check-in counter instead of 

passing by the ticket store. As mentioned by Captain Rolim during an interview at the time: “In 

the other air companies there is a lot of people that understands about airplanes. At TAM, there 

is a lot of people that understands the passenger” (Exame, 1995). 

 

The international expansion also occurred with code-share agreements with Air France and 

American Airlines – the latter including shared mileage programmes. As international routes 

were still controlled by the Brazilian government, when a public tender was open, TAM obtained 

92 of the 100 new flights available to Argentina, France, Spain, the United States, and Uruguay. 

The first air lines to be open were Miami and Paris, from Guarulhos. Over 40 Airbus models had 

                                                
34 In 1994, the same award was given, and TAM also received other prizes in Brazil, such as the Top of Marketing 
by ADVB, and abroad, the Computer World Smithsonian Award.  
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been acquired by TAM, including the A330s to operate abroad for USD 450 million (Binder, 

2006).   

 

Unluckily, the late 1990s were then marked by a deadly accident with one of TAM’s F-100 

nearby Congonhas, in Sao Paulo. It was the first inside the city and the rescue of the 91 

passengers, plus cabin crew, was transmitted live by the Brazilian media. In the end of 1996, the 

company faced a slump in its load factor and a wave of resignations. As the Fokker manufacturer 

had gone into bankruptcy in the same year (1996), a feeling of insecurity surrounded TAM’s 

activities.   

 

The company opened its own maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) in 2000 to overcome this 

situation, but even before that, its load factor and stock prices were back up – reaching even 

superior figures than registered prior to the accident. By 1998, “while Brazilian companies were 

growing at an average 6% in the aviation market, TAM grew 30% a year. And, even with the 

fierce price war in the sector, TAM was the only company to register profit, albeit low, of USD 

20 million” (Binder, 2006).  

 

At the turn of the century, the airline had resumed its trajectory towards the top of the ranks in 

Brazil’s commercial aviation sector.  The Fidelidade programme had achieved 1 million award 

tickets redeemed, from its 800,000 members, still in 2000. Then, in 2001, the company reached 

USD 1 billion in earnings, with eight thousand employees, transporting 1.5 million passengers 

per month on its 98 aircrafts. The same year, TAM surpassed VARIG35 as the market leader in 

the country, calling the attention of competitors Transbrasil and VASP.  

 

So, TAM’s formula of quality service and high price continued to be successfully applied. Flying 

with its F-100 jets between the Brazilian State capitals, the company could charge approximately 

20% more than the market’s average, focusing on the less price sensitive business segment, 

which accounted for 80% of the Brazilian passengers. It provided an easy, punctual and good 

                                                
35 Including its subsidiaries Rio-Sul and Nordeste.  
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quality flight that retained these valuable customers. A human resources academy of its own was 

in charge of training TAM’s staff to be as qualified as possible.  

 

Notwithstanding the leadership position, a period of challenges arrived after the positive 

beginning of the 2000s. Captain Rolim died in mid-2001 and along with it came an adverse 

environmental situation for TAM. The terrorist attacks in the United States the same year 

directly affected commercial aviation worldwide. Fuel prices rose and, in Brazil, the exchange 

rate devaluated against the US dollar. Furthermore, Gol entered the market, introduced online 

sales, and pushed for lower flight ticket prices. The company’s finances that had seen a decade of 

consecutive profits, had to deal with its soaring costs and, thus, TAM decided to reposition itself 

in order to remain competitive in the market. 

 

Over the years up to 2006, the airline took the controversial move to enter price war and put its 

service in second place – for the first time, since its creation. Marco Bologna, TAM’s CEO since 

late 2003, was the one in charge of cutting costs, reducing prices, and increasing capacity plus 

load factor to continue growing. About 6% of the workforce had to be dismissed (800 

employees), non-profitable destinations were shut, simplified processes were adopted, and the 

on-board service was reduced.  

 

On the other hand, the restructuring of the company led to the modernisation of its operations, 

such as the implementation of self check-in. All in all, TAM managed to gain efficiency and 

rationalise costs. Domestic demand was continuously growing36 and the Brazilian currency 

valuated against the US dollar. Even a code-share agreement with VARIG occurred for the years 

2003 to 2004. So, TAM went back to new profit records. As of 2006, Bologna announced the 

process of “de-Rolinisation” of the airline – as it became known – was complete. A new contract 

for 55 Airbus airplanes was sealed to be delivered between 2007 and 2010, and for the first time 

in history, TAM acquired Boeing jets, with eight units of the 777-300ER model.  

 
 

                                                
36 Not only because of economic progress in Brazil, but also as a result of the bankruptcy of Transbrasil and VASP, 
whose demand was absorbed mostly by the remainders Gol, TAM and VARIG.  
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5.4.2. New brand, new logo 
 
Following VARIG’s disruption in, July 2006, TAM assumed the position of largest carrier in 

Brazil and the entire Latin America. Although this fact gave it new gas to compete, as Gol and 

TAM were the only airlines capable of absorbing the former airline’s demand, it also preceded a 

delicate moment in the leader’s history. TAM had approximately 50% of market share in the 

domestic flights and was filling the gap left by VARIG on the international routes. However, at 

this moment of further expansion and international growth, the deadliest accident in Brazil’s 

aviation history occurred with one of TAM’s A320 at Congonhas. A flight coming from Porto 

Alegre could not brake on its slippery runway and ran into one of the company’s logistic 

buildings next to the airport. The tragedy, in July 2007, killed 187 passengers, cabin crew and 

civilians. 

 

This was the second big accident involving TAM’s airplanes, besides some casualties throughout 

its history37. Concerned about the damages it provoked on the airline’s image and its 

repercussion on ticket sales, the company decided to build up a new brand and new logo to 

represent its business. From February 2008, a new TAM has taken off, with the promise of 

bringing the formula that made it market leader back, under a new visual identity.  

 

Routes served and frequency 

TAM entered 2008 with approximately 50% of domestic market share, ten percentage points 

ahead of Gol, and Avianca Brazil accounted for less than 3% of RPKs in the country. A total of 

42 destinations were covered, mostly among the 27 Brazilian State capitals, with alliances in the 

five macro-regions (Centre-West, North, Northeast, South, and Southeast) for regional flights. 

Another nine cities in South America were attended, apart from five European destinations, and 

two in the United States. The company was fast to substitute VARIG services in a number of 

destinations, increasing frequencies within capital cities and leaving regional destinations to air 

partners, especially in the South of Brazil.  

 

                                                
37 In 2006, for example, the door of one of its Fokker 100 planes opened and fell nearby Congonhas, when it was 
taking off to Galeao. No serious harms were reported.  
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After 30 years of existence, TAM had moved from less than 20 routes within Sao Paulo, Parana 

and Mato Grosso do Sul, to over 40 destinations within the entire Brazilian territory. More than 

that, it was the market leader in commercial aviation, having the largest fleet in the Southern 

Hemisphere. Still, the situation was not that simple, as Gol had grown exponentially over the 

past years and, since VARIG’s bankruptcy, it started to threaten TAM’s position by getting 

closer and closer in market share. Thus, following the accident in 2007, Captain David Barioni 

Neto, a former vice-president from Gol became CEO of the airline.  

 

During his first year in this role, he was responsible to increase TAM’s earnings, at a moment 

when net profit had fallen 77% due to the accident. The company did not add new routes and 

remained focused on improving load factor, with sales promotions and marketing campaigns. 

One of his first efforts was to thoroughly re-evaluate safety procedures by its pilots, to avoid new 

occurrences, and promote more transparency with its clients, while TAM’s “Passion to fly and 

serve”38 returned to its flights. 

 

Amid a period of challenges at domestic level, the air company looked for international 

expansion to resume growth. Strategic partnerships with companies such as Lufthansa and 

United Airlines were made, which sharply increased revenues with foreign passengers. Later, in 

October 2008, TAM announced it had been accepted to join Star Alliance. “It was meaningful 

year to our international operations (…) We’ve established code-share agreements with 

remarkable airlines in Europe, the United States, and South America”, described Baroni Neto 

(ANBA, 2008).  

 

In 2009, the airline’s priority continued to be consolidating Star Alliance’s procedures, to enter it 

in 2010 and take more advantage of the international market. On the other hand, throughout the 

year of 2008 Gol nearly reached TAM’s domestic RPK share, and in July 2009 the situation was 

repeating one more time. The company’s market share that had averaged 50 p.p. the year before, 

with a peak of 55% in August 2008, was 10 p.p. below in the second semester of 2009. This was 

mostly due to the increase of Azul and Webjet in Brazil’s routes. Given that TAM’s competitive 

                                                
38 This was the slogan adopted with the new brand in 2008, as “Paixão por voar e servir”, in Portuguese. 
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advantage came, to a large extent, from operating at Congonhas over the years, the company 

returned its focus to that airport to overcome such situation. Regional airline Pantanal Linhas 

Aéreas was acquired in December 2009 for BRL 13 million, in a move to obtain more slots at 

Sao Paulo’s busy airport that had restricted new flights after the accident in 2007. 

 

Initially, TAM’s move was interpreted as a response to Azul’s growth in the Brazilian market 

with a regional strategy, so the airline could also take this direction with the acquisition of a 

regional player. However, with that deal, it was interested in reinforcing frequencies among the 

38 destinations it operated that year. TAM then reached a net profit of over BRL 1.3 billion in 

2009.  

 

In May 2010, the airline finally became entered Star Alliance, as the only South American 

member since VARIG. This had an impact on feeding international passengers at domestic 

flights at a time when Brazil’s economy was booming and more tourists were coming, while the 

country prepared itself to host international events such as the FIFA World Cup and the 2016 

Olympic Games. But, the international partnerships were not concluded yet, and in August 2010, 

TAM announced its merger with LAN, to create the LATAM Airlines Group – a giant within the 

world’s top air companies39. The Brazilian airline operated flights to 63 destinations in 15 

countries, of which 45 were domestic airports.  

 

In the first year as part of LATAM, there were not major changes to TAM’s route network, but a 

smarter integration of its services with LAN’s started to take place. Nevertheless, an expansion 

into regional flights came in 2011, as 25% of TRIP’s stocks were bought by the group, and the 

presence in destinations such as the North of Brazil was intensified40. The same year, marked the 

return of Marco Bologna to the position of TAM’s CEO.  

 

                                                
39 More information about LAN and TAM’s merger will be presented in the next subchapter 5.4.3.-LATAM Airlines 
Group and OneWorld.  

40 Apart from the alliances with Pantanal and TRIP, another regional carrier NHT had partnered with TAM. A total 
of 41 Brazilian destinations were served by the airline, while approximately the same number was operated by these 
partners. 
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By September 2012, the merger was completed as TAM’s stocks stopped being negotiated at the 

Sao Paulo Stock Exchange, to be handled in Chile – LATAM’s headquarters. Still, the group 

prioritised the integration of international airports first, starting with Montevideo. New 

frequencies and seats were offered to Uruguay’s capital, as well the capitals of Argentina, Chile 

and Peru, and the North American destinations Miami, New York and Orlando.  

 

The number of domestic destinations in Brazil remained stable, with over 40 airports served, 

covering all State capitals and a number of second-tier cities. TRIP had been acquired by Azul 

and, therefore, had to finish the partnership with TAM. The airline’s partners were summarised 

into LAN and the Star Alliance members. In that year, domestic market share, which had been 

continuously diminishing since 2008, and reached 40.5% in 2011, in spite of the leadership 

position, increased nearly 10%, to 43.6% of total RPKs. TAM was almost 10 p.p. ahead of Gol, 

with Azul and Avianca Brazil registering 10.5% and 6.4% respectively.  

 

In early 2013, Bologna was substituted by Claudia Sender, vice-president of the domestic 

business unit, became TAM’s CEO. The airline also announced that it would leave Star Alliance, 

in order to join OneWorld – LAN’s alliance. Its route network of 40 domestic destinations 

remained operational, but regional services stopped to be served, being dominated by Azul. The 

FIFA Confederations Cup was held in Brazil that year, and, as a consequence, new frequencies 

were offered within the State capitals, especially on the host cities.  

 

Such a trend was observed again in 2014, with a steady route map and additional capacity 

implemented to meet the demand of the FIFA World Cup. TAM brought the players of the 

national football team from abroad, and many other Brazilians and foreigners to the 12 cities that 

hosted the event, as the company was able to link the international flights with easy connections 

in Brazil and within the domestic routes. A new terminal had been inaugurated at Guarulhos and 

the company was the local air company that benefited the most, aligning its check-in counters 

with LAN, rearranging its domestic and international services on terminals 2 and 3, and 

providing a better coordinated service with its partner. This was important as Azul, with its 

organised hub at Viracopos, was reaching nearly 17% of market share and Avianca was also 
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growing to more than 8% RPK participation. TAM was down to 38.1% in the closest annual gap 

registered against Gol – only 2 p.p. separated the two airlines.  

 

The year of 2014 also marked TAM’s exit of Star Alliance to enter OneWorld, in March. 

Although a series of new companies, including American Airlines, British Airways and Qatar 

Airways, became its partners through the alliance, agreements with some strategic members of 

Star Alliance, e.g. Lufthansa, were sealed. In December, a code-share agreement was signed with 

regional airline Passaredo. All in all, over the analysed period (2008-2014), TAM managed to 

consolidate its hub in Guarulhos – and a secondary one Brasilia -, apart from its “home” in 

Congonhas, being the leader at those airports according to the proportion of flights/frequencies 

(Airline Business, 2015a). 

 

Air fleet 

As previously mentioned, by 2008, TAM was the company with the largest fleet in the Southern 

Hemisphere. But, besides that, the same year became known for another milestone in its history: 

The complete removal of the Fokker-100 models out of its fleet.  

 

Although the airline had the aircraft as a pillar of its success and competitive advantage since the 

early 1990s, when the first units were received, the accidents involving this model echoed in a 

way that it was taken as unsafe by passengers and, consequently, TAM decided to substitute 

them for the Airbus A319 and A320 series. Still, since the model was the one with the highest 

number of units at TAM’s fleet for over a decade – growing continuously up to 2001 -, the 

process of phase out has taken seven years to reach its conclusion, and only after 2004 the A320s 

overtaken the F-100 in number of units.  

 

The McDonnell Douglas MD-11 aircrafts that TAM had received in 2007, from VARIG, were 

removed too, after a much shorter period of operation in the red livery. In common, both F-100s 

and MD-11s had the cost advantage for the company. The first for its efficiency and low 

maintenance costs, and the latter, mainly because it was offered with a low leasing cost by 

Boeing, with the acquisition of the B777s. Yet, as the new jets were delivered, in 2008, TAM 
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could launch its new logo, branding and livery in modern airplanes. So, the only models kept 

from this 2007 spree were the A340s, also leased for a low price by Airbus. 

 

In total, 127 aircraft constituted TAM’s fleet, being mostly the 104 narrow-body Airbus models 

used in the domestic routes and the rest of Boeing and Airbus wide-body models were used in 

long-haul. The 81 units of A320 airplanes dominated the fleet, as the F-100 were substituted, and 

brought with them a 14% increase in available seats. Overall, since the “de-Rolinisation” period 

that rationalised costs, up to 2006, even further adjustments were made to the planes used within 

Brazil to improve de company’s performance41. The internal layout of the A319s and A320s was 

changed to incorporate an additional row (meaning 1,800 more seats per month per aircraft), and 

facilitate ground handling activities (e.g. cleaning). Additionally, daily usage hours rose to 

8.8h/day, which meant a six-hour increase. 

 

From 2008, 89 new airplanes ordered with Airbus and Boeing were scheduled to arrive until 

2018, and thus TAM’s fleet kept expanding over the years. In 2009, more A319 and A320 

models were received, as well as the A330 and B777 models, totalising 132 units. Nonetheless, if 

in 2008 TAM was the market leader in Brazil with approximately 50% of domestic RPKs and 

nearly the same figure considering capacity (ASK), the year after, market share fell down almost 

5 p.p. and capacity share to 43.7%, as LCCs dominated domestic operations42, especially driven 

by Azul growth. Thus, Pantanal Airlines was acquired in December 2009, with its five ATR-42-

300 aircrafts added to TAM. 

 

By 2010, the airline’s fleet had reached 143 aircraft when the deal with LAN was announced, 

with the majority (85%) in charge of the 720 domestic flights TAM operated daily. As it will be 

presented in the next chapter of this work, the creation of the LATAM group did not interfered 

with the domestic activities in Brazil, and, as a result, the narrow-body fleet used inside the 

                                                
41 TAM MRO centre in Sao Carlos, countryside of the State of Sao Paulo, were in charge of it, keeping maintenance 
costs also low.  

42 Over 50% of capacity share was from Gol and a growing Azul. In terms of market share, the two air companies 
also virtually tied with TAM in 2009, around 45% participation of RPKs combined.  
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country was not altered. On the other hand, as the merger was completed in 2012, the wide-

bodies were subject to new planning.  

 

But prior to that, TAM innovated in 2011, by being the first airline in Latin America to order the 

A320neo. The company ordered 22 units of Airbus’ new model43, which included sharklets and 

more efficient engines, leading to up 15% savings on fuel used, less pollution and less noise. 

That year, TAM’s fleet consisted of 154 aircraft, and some models had been painted with the 

Star Alliance livery, to promote the membership concluded the year before. 

 

When the LAN and TAM merger was concluded in 2012, the group’s air fleet was among the 

careful planned resources to integrate in the following years. As the group envisioned a 

standardised fleet for the future, the recently arrived B777s (and to come) were already decided 

to be substituted to Airbus planes, more specifically the A350 XWB model the Brazilian airline 

ordered44 in 2007 to renew the A330s from 2015. In the meantime, the A330s operated by TAM 

would be substituted by LAN’s B767. The remaining A340s, in turn, were also retired from that 

year on.  

 

Then, in 2013, TAM started to received its partner’s B767 models, increasing the total number of 

this aircraft to 13, from the only three units bought on the verge of VARIG’s disruption. For the 

first time, the company also adopted part of these aircrafts to be used entirely for air cargo, as 

“TAM Cargo”. Two units of the initial B777 order were delivered as well.  

 

However, the other important fact impacting directly the competitiveness of TAM’s domestic 

operations was the first A320s received with sharklets, bringing a reduction in fuel and 

associated costs. This was crucial to bring new strength to the airline against the competition of 

the fuel-efficient Embraers used by Azul, to equalise with the B737 Max order by Gol, and to 

face the equivalent Airbus that were being received by Avianca Brazil. That year, TAM’s fleet 

totalised 180 aircraft and more than half were from the A320 series (98 units). These models 

                                                
43 Ten units of the older A320 model were also ordered simultaneously. 

44 TAM became known for being the first airline in the Americas to acquire the new A350 XWB model from 
Airbus.  
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combined with the 29 A319s and ten A321s to form the group of narrow-bodies that operated 

routes intra South America, including the flights inside Brazil.  

 

With the arrival of the new A321 aircrafts with sharklets in January 2014, the total number of 

narrow-bodies slightly reduced to 135 airplanes, given that the older A320s and A319s were 

being removed. The same year was marked by TAM leaving Star Alliance and joining LAN’s 

OneWorld, hence having some of these Airbus models were painted with the new alliance’s logo 

to celebrate the membership. On the side of the wide-bodies, the LATAM Group opted to end 

the first class on its aircraft, creating a new “Premium Business” instead. Altogether, TAM’s 

fleet consisted of 174 planes in 2014, a year when a large number of the A330s were removed, 

after the B767’s from LAN were received and the company anticipated the first A350 XWB 

models over the next years. A total of 39 wide-bodies, were flying for the airline.  

 

Therefore, between 2008-2014, although it was possible to note an effort in keeping the fleet 

updated, at a moment when competitors introduced newer aircrafts of their own, the LATAM 

group did not invest in individual entertainment systems or more comfortable configurations, for 

example, to the new units received for the Brazilian domestic market. Instead, TAM prioritised 

the safety (and image) of its airplanes, to be seen by passengers as a new phase, in which the 

accidents and F-100s were past. A more sophisticated fleet and service were reserved to long-

haul – with the wide-body models-, as it will be seen next.  

  

Flight ticket price and service 

TAM was a company born with focus on customer service. Not until long ago, before the “de-

Rolinisation” period in the early 2000s, the airline was practically focused on the business niche 

of commercial aviation in Brazil, charging high prices to offer an impeccable service to its 

passengers. However, with the new competitive configuration of the market, brought with Gol 

first, TAM to re-adequate its strategic positioning and compete on price. After a series of 

changes that occurred to modernise the company, bring efficiency and reduce costs, at the 

expense of a simplified service, TAM wanted to return to the excellence in flying with the 

introduction of the new visual identity.  
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If TAM had even turned to government support when Gol entered the market to avoid the 

“predatory competition”, in 2008, as Azul began to offer fares 15% to 20% lower, the airline was 

interested in re-developing a high level service to remain competitive in this new phase of 

domestic rivalry. During the analysed period, TAM was already more cost-effective than in 2001 

- when it was surprised by Gol -, with “a difference in costs between them of around 10% only” 

(Exame, 2007).  Then, it could go back to state-of-the-art service to compete against the LCCs, 

and a customer-oriented Avianca Brazil under reform.   

 

In fact, even during the restructuring period of president Bologna, TAM has remained a full 

service airline, but while it had to reduce costs, discounts became more important than the 

service offered. So, in 2008, as a market leader with over 50% of the domestic market share 

(RPK), the company’s strategic plan was to consolidate itself for the service provided, to 

continue growing and maintain the top rank in the following years. 

 

As a matter of fact, TAM has managed to achieve this. Not by offering that extensive range of 

luxurious passenger services that used to, such as a non-repetitive menu with various alcoholic 

drinks on board and piano at the boarding gate45, but keeping a gentle and pleasant service that 

was even reflected at the airline’s slogan, in 2009: “Fly better, fly TAM”. While commercial 

aviation as a whole had changed, with the continuous quest for efficiency becoming a global 

imperative, and new simplified commercial models being adopted (e.g. online sales), the airline 

maintained food and drinks served during the flights, pre-allocated seats and other courtesies at 

no extra cost to its passengers. Some premium offers, such as VIP rooms on its hubs and 

specially dedicated check-in counters, applied to frequent flyers or passengers travelling at 

superior cabin classes than Economy. 

 

Notwithstanding these points, TAM invested in the creation of passenger profiles to offer more 

or less special conditions included in the flight ticket price. In 2008, a marketing campaign with 

popular Brazilian personalities explained the benefits of opting to a “Top” fare instead of a 

“Flex” in terms of priority boarding, check-in, and baggage claim, at the same time that the latter 

                                                
45 During the 1980s, Captain Rolim offered breakfast and happy hours at Congonhas with a piano player, and a first 
class meals on board. 
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included extra luggage weight46. Moreover, it highlighted that the “Max” fare would offer free 

Wi-Fi on the airports it operated and flexibility to change, as opposed to the strict conditions of 

the “Promo” prices.  

 

All in all, it is possible to say that TAM’s fares were usually priced higher than competitors, on 

average, but it did offer counterparties to the price charged, especially in the tickets sold on the 

upper profiles mentioned. In this new era of commercial aviation, it was the norm to have fees 

for cancellations, ticket changes, refunds, extra luggage, and even offline sales, so that is what 

TAM had introduced. Thus, it could also have the scale and financial capacity to render 

aggressive discounts (“Super Promo”), when needed, to compete with the other players in the 

Brazilian market.  

 

On the extent of service offered to its passengers, TAM was probably the one that could offer the 

closest experience to the one of VARIG’s, after its disruption. It had an established frequent flyer 

programme, a large infrastructure to serve clients of all sorts (e.g. from ticket stores to VIP 

lounges), and on its extensive route network inside Brazil, it provided a comfortable flight 

experience on board of its new Airbus models – as previously seen. During the domestic routes, 

cold beverages and snacks were given on all flights, and on longer services (e.g. Guarulhos-

Manaus), plus the key routes linking the strategic destinations of Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, 

Brasilia, Belo Horizonte, Curitiba, and Porto Alegre – the so-called “Super Air Shuttle”-, a warm 

beverage and a sandwich were offered, in addition to the standard service. 

 

In terms of in-flight comfort and entertainment, however, TAM did not provide at domestic 

routes, the same conditions found on its long-haul flights. While the company was known for its 

fleet of Airbus and Boeing models, including the new B777s, with a wide choice of on-demand 

movies, music and games, combined with comfortable seats – classified as “A” by ANAC, for its 

legroom -, for intercontinental flights,  on services within Brazil, the Airbus A319, A320 and 

A321s were only classified as “C” or “B”, for the latter, as TAM had rearranged the internal 

                                                
46 The Brazilian regulatory agency for civil aviation, ANAC, already stipulates mandatory checked luggage of 1 
piece, up to 23kg, on domestic flights, and 2 pieces, up to 32kg, on international flights. Companies, however, 
compete by offering more flexible conditions beyond those on check baggage and on hand luggage 
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layout to fit an additional row, following the example of Gol, and no individual entertainment 

devices were available - just common screens for every group of seating rows.  

 

It is also possible to say that the food service clearly differed from TAM’s short and medium 

flights to long haul, but although it made sense to offer a snack, with less drinks, instead of a full 

meal according to the length of the routes, the competition of Avianca and Azul within Brazil 

showed that the new players were innovating with comfortable aircraft layouts and individual 

screens, and only Gol, along with TAM, had smaller legroom and simplified entertainment 

choices. Still, TAM had a wider range of air partners worldwide, growing after VARIG’s 

bankruptcy and quitting Star Alliance, which consolidated its image of longer established and 

aligned with international service standards.   

 

By 2010, with the merger with LAN announced to create the LATAM Airlines Group, this 

image became even stronger and the same year marked the membership of TAM at Star Alliance 

– the only air company in Latin America at the time47. During the initial months under the new 

holding, TAM’s in-flight and land service at domestic level were not changed. The group’s effort 

was to keep performance indicators and intended to integrate the companies’ route network to 

attract passengers and remain a strong player in the market: “Our strategy is to maintain the level 

of operational excellence on the punctuality and connectivity of our operations achieved in the 

past months at all countries we operate”, mentioned Daniel Aguado, senior manager of 

communication and branding at LATAM Airlines in Brazil (Estadão Marcas, 2016). 

 

From 2011 that changes started to be noticed in company’s domestic flights. The issue of 

passenger well-being was addressed by the creation of “Assentos Conforto” (Comfort Seats), 

which were the seats on the first rows of TAM’s airplanes, or the ones located next to the 

emergency exits by the wings, sold at an extra cost. So, passengers could pay BRL 20.00 on top 

                                                
47 A “Star Alliance Brazil Airpass” was also launched, in August 2010, offering travel to 45 destinations inside the 
country at a fixed price, when flying with TAM. This was advantageous to attract foreigners picking an airline for its 
flights, at a time when Brazil was a popular travel destination for its ascension in the world stage of events, with the 
FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games winning bids, among others. 
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the flight ticket price and fly more comfortably48. This move was also registered at competitors, 

such as Gol + Conforto and Espaço Azul, for example. That way, the configuration of TAM’s 

three-a-side Airbuses could be improved with more legroom on the Comfort Seats, and the 

airline could increase its revenues. 

 

As the LAN and TAM merger was finalised in 2012 and the companies were to proceed with 

their integration in the subsequent years, the domestic air fares were simplified to three 

categories rather than the previous four passenger profiles. Thus, from September that year, just 

Basic, Flex and Top fares could be found for sale, by offering different amount of points on the 

loyalty programme (Fidelidade), and charging or not for specific conditions (e.g. ticket changes, 

priority check-in and extra luggage weight). A fourth category would be available on the Mega 

Promo events only49, with the most strict conditions at the lowest price.  

 

Moreover, ticket sales at diversified point-of-sales50 and attractive payment conditions (e.g. in 

instalments and with a wide range of payment methods accepted) were implemented to reach out 

to the lower-income classes, as a result of the economic growth Brazil had experienced. As 

reported by an aviation analyst at Austin Asis Consulting: “The Brazilian market is becoming 

more competitive, looking at clients from the C and D social classes. Strategies such as ticket 

sales at large retailers are important to conquer this niche, which is now essential. The deal will 

help in this sense” (Globo, 2010). 

 

Despite these actions that targeted simplifying procedures and improving passengers experience 

with TAM, as new decisions were taken under the new LATAM organisation, some existing 

services started to change, aimed at achieving synergies and more efficiency. The 

transformations were perceived to a more extent on international flights, since the First Class 

cabins were abolished from TAM’s flights to adopt the concept of a Premium Business and 
                                                
48 The comfortable seats were also offered for Economy Class passengers on international flights, at a cost ranging 
from USD 30.00 to USD 70.00.  

49 Periods of aggressively discounted fares created to respond to seasons of low demand or to respond to a 
competitor’s move alike.  

50 Similar moves were found by competitors, such as Gol selling flight tickets at kiosks in public transport stations 
and shopping malls in the peripheries of large Brazilian cities, for instance. 
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Economy, common at LAN, and the substitution of it aircrafts on long-haul – as seen on the 

previous item of this work. Nevertheless, some modifications were observed at domestic level, 

from LAN staff working with TAM’s at Brazilian airports to a more strict control on hand 

luggage weight.  

 

In 2013, TAM announced food and drinks served on board of domestic flights would be 

completely restructured. Although the tradition of offering candies before take off would remain, 

routes up to one hour long would only have cold beverages served (water, juice or soda), routes 

consisting of one hour to two hours would have a small snack added (e.g. peanuts), and routes 

from two to three hours would have a large snack added (e.g. salt biscuits). Sandwiches would be 

served in addition to the cold drink only for flights over 3 hours, and no changes would be made 

to the “Super Air Shuttle” services within Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Brasilia, Belo Horizonte, 

Curitiba, and Porto Alegre.  

 

This measure was highly controversial and brought it closer to Gol’s experience on some routes. 

However, TAM’s losses had been big in 2012 (BRL 1.4 billion), with domestic market share 

(RPK) on a ten-year low - below 50% -, and the airline’s fares being already high enough, 

especially as competition against Avianca and Azul, which offered good passenger service too, 

was fierce. Then, cost control was the solution found to balance its finances.  

 

During the FIFA Confederations Cup, in 2013, and the FIFA World Cup, in 2014, a large 

amount of foreign passengers, as well as Brazilians travellers were transported with the new 

rules in practice, but TAM had its large package of perks to offer, such as VIP lounges, more 

frequencies at key airports (e.g. Congonhas), a large number of air partners, among others. 

Although the company left Star Alliance in 2014, it entered OneWorld shortly thereafter, 

remaining the only Brazilian carrier part of a global airlines’ alliance, along with Avianca Brazil 

– member of the first.  

 

Altogether it is possible to say that during the period analysed (2008-2014), TAM managed to 

offer its passenger more than just an in-flight experience, which compensated for the 

simplifications it made to that point. As previously mentioned, it was the longest established 
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airline in the country and, therefore, it took advantage of its wide range of resources available to 

compete against the other major players. The new visual identity and marketing involved were 

successfully implemented to leave the “old TAM” (from the 2007 accident) behind51, at the same 

time it invested new aircrafts and merged with LAN to become one of the world’s largest air 

companies.   

 

Still, this period marked the airline’s approximation to the service provided by a LCC, especially 

Gol, as updates and new measures concentrated on reducing costs, and improving efficiency. 

TAM kept the higher quality service to the international flights, while the experience at domestic 

level was only comparable if a passenger took one of the “Super Air Shuttle” routes, or bought 

the comfort seat, for instance. It continued charging prices of a full service airline, as before, but 

competition (e.g. Azul and Avianca) was offering more in terms of in-flight service. 

Consequently, it kept its focus on what it had better than the others, such as the Fidelidade 

programme.  

 

Frequent flyer programme 

TAM was the pioneer airline to offer a loyalty card in Brazil. Before its creation, in 1993, the 

existing frequent flyer programmes from foreign air companies were forbidden in the country, as 

a way the local government found to protect the national carriers against external competition. 

“In practice, Brazilian passengers could enrol and accumulate miles on the mileage programme 

of international airlines, but could not use them on flights from Brazil” (Binder, 2007a, p. 85).  

 

It all changed when TAM Fidelidade came, followed by Smiles, in 1994, and Avianca Brazil’s 

Amigo, as well as Tudo Azul, were introduced in 2007 and 2009, respectively. Frequent flyer 

programmes became widely used in Brazil an important resource to fight against competition. 

That was exactly the case found with the system implemented by TAM.  For being the oldest 

system in operation, a number of partners from petrol stations to banks and internet providers, 

added to the accumulation of points per miles flown with the airline to redeem an award flight.  

 

                                                
51 In fact, TAM had one of the strongest and one of the most admired brands in Brazil, according to the Marcas 
Mais branding ranking (Estadão Marcas, 2016). 
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By 2009, when all the competitors here analysed were already with a frequent flyer programme 

established, TAM Fidelidade had 5.9 million members and had distributed over 8 million award 

flights. From 3,000 points accumulated in the loyalty programme52, a passenger could have a 

free single ticket within Brazil, paying only for the related taxes. Additionally, points could be 

used on the airline’s travel agency (Tam Viagem) and full package with flight and hotel would 

cost 35,000  points. That way, it kept its clients close when flying, and attracted new passengers, 

looking to use this benefit when buying a flight ticket.    

 

From January 2010, the Fidelidade business unit became a separated legal entity, with Multiplus 

being launched to manage the programme’s system, partners and everything involved. In 

practical terms, clients would accumulate points on Multiplus account, from TAM and all of its 

partners53, which could then be exchanged for a flight ticket, or even goods and services from 

any of the participating companies. As for the aviation part, TAM and its air partner had the 

exclusivity for miles earned and redeemed on its transport services.  

 

The same year, TAM joined Star Alliance and, as a result, it integrated its Multiplus Fidelidade 

with all the other partners’ loyalty programmes. These programmes were among the largest in 

the world, including United Airlines’ Mileage plus, for instance. But, even before that, TAM had 

sealed agreements with strategic programmes, such as Miles and More, from the Lufthansa 

Group, and TAP’s Victoria, to become more attractive against Smiles and the newer system’s 

adopted by Avianca and Azul. As Brazilians travelled more inside the country and abroad, 

following the good economic performance in the past years, there was a preference for 

Fidelidade, when all the partners and perks were considered. The same applied to the increasing 

number of foreigners visiting Brazil, who liked to continue flying here with a partner airline from 

their home country, extending their membership status and benefits earned wherever they were. 

 

When the merger with LAN was concluded in 2012, the loyalty programmes TAM Fidelidade 

and LANPASS were not immediately integrated. Given that one of the requisites for deal’s 

                                                
52 This was the least amount of points needed during TAM’s promotion, in 2008 and 2009.  

53 More than 400 partners and points accrual at more than 13,000 retail establishments.  
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approval by the anti-trust authorities in Brazil and Chile was to have both airlines under only one 

global alliance, it was only after TAM left Star Alliance54 and joined OneWorld, in 2014, that 

points’ acquisition and benefits were interchangeable. The new membership and the integration 

with LANPASS widened the possibilities for the Brazilians frequent flyers, which could then use 

the points earned in domestic flights, and the non-aviation partners, on world leaders American 

Airlines, British Airways, or gulf carrier Qatar Airways, apart from the destinations as far as 

Tahiti and Australia, with LAN.  

 

All in all, from late 2013, TAM’s Fidelidade had 10 million members enrolled and an average of 

11 award tickets redeemed per minute. Because of the 20th anniversary of its creation, one of the 

company’s A320 painted the portraits of 10,000 clients, selected via an online campaign that 

mobilised 1.3 million fans. This was indeed a resource that TAM had to celebrate and promote, 

as it was of the most relevant capabilities it had to compete against the Brazilian players, since 

competition became more and more intense at domestic level. Fidelidade with the widest range 

of air and general partners for frequent flyers and frequent shoppers, retained the leadership 

position during the analysed period, reaching 11.7 million members in 2014, as Smiles 

restructured itself to return to be as attractive as it once had been with VARIG, and while 

Avianca Brazil’s Amigo55 and Tudo Azul depended on a more restricted variety of choices to 

offer to its passengers.    

 
5.4.3. LATAM Airlines Group and OneWorld 
 
In August 2010, a transaction was announced that would change TAM’s future and impact 

competition inside Brazil, South America and among world players. The deal to merge the 

Brazilian carrier with LAN Airlines, from Chile, was evaluated in USD 3.8 billion and was 

considered the biggest in the last two decades, according to data compiled by Bloomberg (2012). 

The two leading Latin American air companies formed the LATAM Airlines Group, with more 

than 51,000 employees and operating passenger transport services in 22 countries, covering 

                                                
54 Even though TAM left Star Alliance, a number of bilateral agreements involving frequent flyer programmes were 
made with member companies such as Lufthansa, Swiss and Turkish Airlines. Thus, the company could have the 
best of both worlds, the partnerships with OneWorld members and also alliances with former Star Alliance partners.  

55 Prior to the Star Alliance entry, in 2015.  
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about 150 destinations. Looking forward, the combination was set to have “a market value of 

about $13 billion, overtaking Air China Ltd. and Singapore Airlines Ltd. as the world’s biggest 

air carrier” (Bloomberg, 2012).  

 

As a matter of fact, LATAM became one of the world’s largest airline groups by revenue after 

the merger. But, more than that, in the period from 2010 it became on top of other lists than the 

financial rankings. By 2014, it carried nearly 68 million passengers worldwide, just below 

United Airlined, as the seventh largest in the globe and over Lufthansa, Air China, Turkish 

Airlines and LCC Easyjet. The two airlines LAN and TAM were recognised as the “best airlines 

in South America” by Skytrax during these years. It combined fleet of 310 aircraft was 

comparable to Air Canada’s or the one from China Eastern Airlines, ranked 10th largest, in 

December 2013.  

 

In terms of capacity, the LATAM airlines had a ASK/week just below Emirates, and the North 

American and European leaders56, reaching the 11th position after China Southern Airlines57, 

according to Innovata (2013). TAM, with LAN, achieved the largest capacity within South 

America with 55% of total ASKs, ahead of the recently merged Avianca-Taca58 and Gol, 

becoming also the second between South America and the United States, behind American 

Airlines, with 33% of ASKs and the third highest between South America and Europe, after the 

International Airlines Group and the Air France-KLM Gorup, with 13% of ASKs registered.  

 

Considering the Brazilian market, TAM continued to operate under red-and-white brand. It 

remained with an organisational structure that had its controlling shareholders continuing with 

80% of the voting stock in order to comply with the 20% limit on foreign ownership in national 

airlines. Up to September 2012, when the deal was approved by regulatory authorities of both 

countries, stocks kept being negotiated in Sao Paulo and Santiago, later moving to the Chilean 

                                                
56 In order: United Airlines, Delta Airlines, American Airlines, Southwest Airlines, Lufthansa, British Airways, Air 
France and US Airways.  

57 March 2013. 

58 Announced in October 2009 and concluded in Feburary 2010, before the LAN-TAM deal became public. 
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capital and negotiated in Brazil as Brazilian Depositary Receipts (BDRs)59. With the completion 

of the merger, an integration phase started for the entire group, but it was initially focused on the 

international LATAM hubs. 

 

The Brazilian company remained the largest player by revenues, and market share (RPKs). In 

2014, it followed its partner to OneWorld, leaving Star Alliance. The same year, a new 

partnership was made with regional player Passaredo for the domestic market. After the new 

terminal was inaugurated at Guarulhos, TAM and LAN started to operate closely and benefit 

from more synergies. However, resources such as the frequent flyer programmes and domestic 

fleets were not integrated in this first phase. 

 

The airlines together became the strongest force in South America, if total earnings, passenger 

fleet, and number of destinations were taken into account. LATAM was also the only company 

in the region to be part of OneWorld, and one of the few to be part of a global alliance – along 

with Avianca at Star Alliance and Aerolineas Argentinas at SkyTeam. Being united made TAM 

and LAN ahead of local competitors, especially Gol, Avianca and Azul, which completed the big 

four in the continent. This was important as Avianca had just merged with Taca, in 2009, 

creating the largest South American company by fleet and destinations, before LATAM. At the 

same time, Azul had grown to be the market leader in Brazil, by fleet and destinations, and Gol 

had been the greatest challenger of TAM’s leading position, domestically and in the entire 

region.  

 

Nonetheless, these conditions did not change with the merger and within the Brazilian market, if 

only TAM’s domestic operations were considered, the airline would not be first in airports 

served and aircraft used (Azul’s position), and it terms of market share, Gol managed to register 

close RPKs to the company. As Avianca Brazil entered Star Alliance and others sealed 

partnerships, they became closer competitors the OneWorld member as well.  

 

                                                
59 LATAM was also listed in New York, negotiating American Depositary Receipts (ADRs). 
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Still, “the union of the two carriers in 2012 was fundamental”, the company said (Bloomberg, 

2015). As the group became one of the world’s largest in terms of network connections, that was 

considered strategic for LATAM: “Aviation is a capital-intensive industry and because of that, 

larger companies have the conditions to have more routes and hubs to offer better connectivity to 

passengers” (Bloomberg, 2015). This was indeed true for TAM and among the reasons why the 

airline, with LAN, became the isolated first in Brazil, by gross earnings.  

 
 
Next, a summary of the resources found in the big 4 airline companies in Brazil during the years 

between 2008 and 2014 will be provided. In an effort to better understand the trends observed in 

the domestic market and the players that benefited the most from the use of its own capabilities, 

they will be first consolidated under the main dimensions proposed (routes served and frequency, 

air fleet, flight ticket price and service, plus frequent flyer programme) and, then, will be 

discussed through the light of future opportunities in the country. Finally, in chapter 8, the final 

considerations of this work will be presented.  
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6. CONSOLIDATION OF RESOURCE BASE (2008-2014) 

 
Throughout the analysed period, different causes have led to this new configuration of the 

Brazilian commercial aviation market, in which no longer two carriers dominated domestic 

services, but four strong players were competing more closely. From environmental changes to 

pure competition actions, the chronological facts behind these causes were exposed in the 

previous chapters of this work, and the air company’s resources were also listed, for being the 

internal base to remain competitive and fight for the leading position in the country.  

 

Brazil registered a sharp growth in this business sector from 2008 to 2014. Between those years, 

demand measured in revenue-passenger kilometres went from 47.7 billion to 93.4 billion, a 

practically twofold increase. This figure is 1.3 times higher than the GDP growth, in the same 

period, and more than 15 times the population growth registered on the particular years. Also, the 

number of fare paying passengers transported per 100 inhabitants in Brazil reached 58.7 in 2014 

– the highest ever to be recorded. 

 

On the competition side, a period of growth and consolidation has been observed on all major 

players (the big 4), when a restructured Avianca Brazil and a newly-born Azul achieved 

significant shares of domestic RPKs and TAM and Gol remained as the top two in the market. In 

consequence of a series of mergers and acquisitions, less players were found in the Brazilian 

domestic market in 2014 than registered in 2008. But this was not the entire reason behind this 

fact, since partnerships and other strategic actions (e.g. opening of regional routes and sales 

promotions) helped to explain the shortening in regional players too.   

 

By analysing Figure 1, it is possible to see that in 2008, TAM and Gol had a virtual duopoly in 

the Brazilian domestic market, approximately 93% of RPKs, with smaller players OceanAir 

(before being converted to Avianca Brazil), Webjet and regional carrier TRIP summing only 6%. 

The list was completed with minor players, mostly regional air companies (including Passaredo 

and Pantanal), having 1% of the total, when combined. Azul, which had just started operating in 

that year, was found in the latter group (0.03%).  
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The chart on the right side of Figure 1, however, shows a different scenario. In 2014, TAM’s 

share of nearly 50% of the market was reduced to 38% of domestic RPKs - despite Pantanal’s 

acquisition. Gol, in turn, had acquired Webjet, but it was also down to 36% of market share. 

Thus, what had been a combined share of more than 90% of the Brazilian market, was then 

slightly above 70%, and the difference could be seen as transferred to the new forces, Avianca 

and Azul. The first, after restructuring itself out of the former OceanAir, rose to 8% of market 

share, becoming the fourth major player for domestic flights. Azul, following a merger with 

TRIP, skyrocketed to the third position, with 17% of total RPKs in Brazil. 

 

 
Figure 1. Market share for the Brazilian commercial aviation market (2008 and 2014) 
(*) Includes VRG Airlines. 
(**) Passaredo (0.2%), Pantanal (0.2%), Total (0.2%), Rico (0.1%), TAF (0.1%), Air Minas (0.04%), Meta (0.04%), NHT (0.03%), Azul 
(0.03%), Puma Air (0.01%), Team (0.01%), Abaeté (0.003%). No data was available for Cruiser.  
(***) Passaredo (0.6%), Total (0.1%), Sete (0.1%), MAP (0.04%), Abaeté (0.0001%). 
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC. 
 

Hence, by looking at the charts, it is possible to note the M&A deals that extinguished some of 

the 2008 players from the market. Apart from that, a large number of the regional players, 

summing 1% of the RPK figures, no longer existed in 2014, as Passaredo sealed a partnership 

with TAM and grew to 0.6%, plus seven minor carriers went bankrupt, being substituted by two 

companies that entered the segment. All in all, if 16 airlines – three with at least 1% share - were 

previously competing against the two market leaders in 2008, only seven remained operational 

six years later. On the other hand, since the top two airlines became closer than ever to the other 
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major players, Avianca and Azul, these newcomers proved to have the capacity to face longer-

established TAM and Gol to form a less concentrated market.  
 

Still, although commercial aviation Brazil reached a new level of competition, with four big 

airlines flying domestic routes, these figures does not mean that market leaders did not grow over 

the analysed period. TAM managed to sustain the top position, and Gol shortened the gap to 

virtually tie with its oldest rival. In order to achieve that, these companies had to increase and 

maintain their ASK, to continue increasing their RPK (Figure 2), at a time when the smaller 

carriers were registering double digit growth and challenging their leadership on areas such as 

route network and passenger experience. Therefore, they had to improve its internal capabilities 

to continue growing and sustain their positions, even though the share of total domestic RPK was 

falling, in this new configuration of the market.  
 

 

 
Figure 2. Evolution of domestic ASK and RPK for the Brazilian commercial aviation market (2008-2014). 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC. 
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The strengthening of their strategic positioning – not only by TAM and Gol, but to all of the big 

four companies - resulted from the use of their internal resources, as observed, in a race to 

achieve the competitive advantage needed to succeed in the Brazilian domestic market. These 

resources were reflected in the number of destinations they served (and their frequency), the 

arrangement of their fleet, the composition of the service they provided, vis-à-vis the fares they 

charged, and the use of their frequent flyer programmes. Consequently, it is possible to say that 

by understanding the logic of how they were used and changed over the years, between 2008 and 

2014, it could be extended to the motives that saw TAM and Gol perform, as well as the 

successful establishment of Avianca Brazil and Azul.  

 

Starting with the former OceanAir, the first case study has shown that the airline succeeded in 

repositioning itself and finding its place in the market. Avianca Brazil was launched and left its 

past as regional air company behind, removing the Fokker-100 models, that turned out to be 

competition disadvantage, and focusing on customer service. The fourth largest player of the 

analysed period invested to provide the best passenger experience possible on board of its Airbus 

airplanes, serving warm food, installing individual TV screens with an extensive catalogue for 

in-flight entertainment, and offering the best legroom found in domestic flights (“A” grade on 

the ANAC scale), whilst keeping punctuality and general passenger service to be superior than 

the one found on the other competitors.  

 

In terms of air fares, the airline charged what corresponded to the full service it offered, and, as a 

result, they were higher than the LCCs could offer. Its core strength was to offer easy 

connections from its hub in Brasilia, to connect the Centre-West, Northeast, South, and 

Southeast of Brazil, with its new fleet and concept of flying. Instead of increasing the number of 

destinations, Avianca Brazil opted to raise its capacity – nearly doubling its fleet – and 

improving frequencies in the routes operated – including the busy air shuttle services at 

Congonhas. The company also relied on partnerships with Avianca Colombia and Star Alliance, 

which also helped its Amigo programme to develop (see Table 2).  
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In   

Routes served 

and frequency 

•! From!20!airports!served!in!2008!to!22!destinations!in!2014!
•! Mostly!services!to!State!capitals!in!the!Centre@South!and!Northeast!
•! Hub!in!Brasilia;!High!frequencies!in!the!CGH@SDU!Air!Shuttle!
•! Code@share!with!Avianca!Colombia!and!Star!Alliance!members!

Air fleet •! From!27!aircraft!in!2008!to!48!airplanes!in!2014!
•! Fokker@100!models!removed!and!standardisation!in!Airbus!models!

Flight ticket 

price and service 

•! Full!service!airline,!higher!fares!than!LCCs!on!average!
•! Individual!entertainment!system!and!warm!meals!offered!!
•! Legroom!rated!“A”!on!all!fleet!by!ANAC!
•! Strong!customer!service!and!high!punctuality!
•! RPK!share!from!3%!in!2008!to!8%!in!2014!

Frequent flyer 

programme 
•! Created!in!mid@2007,!Amigo!reached!2.4!million!members!in!2014!
•! Integration!with!LifeMiles!and!Star!Alliance!loyalty!programmes!

Table 2. Resource base for Avianca Brazil (2008-2014) 
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and the company. 
 

Azul, in turn, was the newest air company in Brazil during the analysed period of 2008 to 2014 

and innovated in many aspects of its operation. From its hub, located in Viracopos - in lieu of the 

busy terminals in Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro or Brasilia -, it created the largest route network in 

the country, having 105 destinations served in 2014. Apart from services to the Brazilian State 

capitals, Azul flew to regional destinations in the countryside of all five macro-regions in Brazil, 

mostly where regular aviation services were not available before. This movement was intensified 

with its merger with TRIP, when the Embraer jets and ATR turboprops were combined to form 

one of the largest fleet to operate domestically. 

 

The airline’s strategy was to provide a good and cheap service to the lower-income population – 

mainly the new Brazilian middle class – that could switch coach trips to air travels. To do so, 

simplicity was the watchword, from ticket sales to passenger service. Flying was made easy and 

convenient, which was even reflected in the TudoAzul loyalty programme.  However, this did 

not mean flight experience would be negatively impacted. In fact, Azul managed to provide a 
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combination of comfortable seats, individual live TV, and snacks, with a low fare, by operating 

low cost. Thus, it emerged as the third force in Brazil’s domestic market (see Table 3).  

 

   

Routes served and 

frequency 

•! From!2!routes!served!in!2008!to!105!destinations!in!2014!
•! Regional!services!as!well!as!State!capitals!in!the!entire!country!
•! Hub!in!Viracopos;!High!frequencies!in!CNF!and!GRU;!CGH!entry!

Air fleet •! From!2!aircraft!in!2008!to!138!airplanes!in!2014!
•! Mostly!Embraer!jet!models!and!ATR!turboprops!!

Flight ticket price 

and service 

•! Low!cost!carrier,!low!fares!to!match!road!transport!!
•! Individual!entertainment!system!with!live!TV;!Snacks!provided!
•! Legroom!rated!“A”!on!ATRs!and!“B”!on!E@jets;!Two@a@side!layout!
•! Cordial!customer!service!targeting!the!middle!class!(coach!users)!
•! RPK!share!from!0.03%!in!2008!to!17%!in!2014!

Frequent flyer 

programme 
•! Created!in!2009,!TudoAzul!reached!4.5!million!members!in!2014!
•! Simplified!system!(CPF!number!used,!points+money!introduced)!

Table 3. Resource base for Azul (2008-2014) 
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and the company. 
 

Gol, the second airline in Brazil by the domestic share of RPKs during this period, was another 

LCC that entered the market seven years before Azul. During its initial years it also introduced a 

disruptive way of flying, cheap and simple, and challenged the status quo in commercial aviation 

that TAM and VARIG provided. By 2008, the company already a market leader - after TAM -, 

and, as a matter a fact, it ended up acquiring VRG’s assets in an attempt to become the next 

Brazilian flag carrier, first in the market. Nevertheless, after the acquisition, Gol became less 

competitive than it used to be, having to compete against the growing presence of Avianca Brazil 

and Azul. Then, another was made to obtain Webjet’s resources and developed greater chances 

of success. 

 

Still, the costs it had were not the same as in its first years, and the market conditions had also 

changed, as well as the passenger profile it attracted. If in the beginning it targeted lower-income 

classes and first-time flyers to experience cheap air travel, over the years between 2008 and 2014 

it operated as an alternative to TAM, flying to approximately the same destinations the 
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competitor flew, and even more, covering routes of high demand, out of Sao Paulo and Brasilia 

to other State capitals and popular destinations overall.  

 

On the other hand, it kept its fleet of Boeings 737 Next Generation models standardised on the 

most basic internal configuration possible, as a means to save costs. The same applied to the 

snacks served and general customer service provided. Gol remained with a low cost flight offer, 

but charging higher fares that could often be compared to TAM’s ticket prices. While the new 

competitors, Avianca Brazil and Azul, as seen above, were providing an enhanced passenger 

experience on board of its new, comfortable fleet, with individual entertainment systems and 

generous snacks, by charging a lower fare - especially in the case of Azul -, Gol was not capable 

of supplying the same, even on a more expensive flight ticket.  
 

As a result, the airline turned to its Smiles programme, which was one of the largest in  Brazil, 

and a series of partnerships to have a competitive advantage the newcomers did not have. 

International operations were also included to attract passengers (see Table 4). 
 

   

Routes served and 

frequency 

•! From!49!airports!served!in!2008!to!52!destinations!in!2014!
•! Covering!all!State!capitals,!plus!second@tier!cities!!
•! Hub!in!Sao!Paulo!(CGH!and!GRU);!High!frequencies!in!Brasilia!
•! More!than!60!partner!airlines;!subsidiary!in!the!Dominican!Rep.!

Air fleet •! From!115!aircraft!in!2008!to!140!airplanes!in!2014!
•! All!Boeing!737!models,!with!a!simplified!internal!configuration!

Flight ticket price 

and service 

•! Low!cost!carrier!service,!higher!fares!than!initially!offered*!
•! Wi@Fi!entertainment!only!(pax!device)!and!small!snacks!!
•! Limited!legroom,!even!rated!“D”!or!“E”!by!ANAC!
•! Basic!customer!service!!
•! RPK!share!decreased!from!43%!in!2008!to!36%!in!2014!

Frequent flyer 

programme 
•! From!6!million!Smiles!users!in!2008!to!10.3!million!in!2014!
•! Over!150!partners,!including!major!international!airlines!

Table 4. Resource base for Gol (2008-2014) 
(*) Differently from the first years after its creation, fares often matched TAM’s during the analysed period.  
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and the company. 
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TAM, on the other end of the market, operating as a full service airline from its creation, also 

experienced a period of reduced market share, along with Gol, throughout the years from 2008 to 

2014. The had been leader in domestic RPKs from the early 2000s, and one of the largest airlines 

worldwide on a range of dimensions, from fleet to yield management. Notwithstanding its 

merits, the air company had to adapt itself to the new configuration of the market, with the 

bankruptcy of VARIG and the rise of Avianca Brazil and Azul, the new demand preferences and 

environmental conditions. As the oldest player still in operation, TAM had already to restructure 

in the previous years, following its ascension to the top position, since Gol begun to shatter the 

market with its low cost and low fares model, in 2001. 

 

After successfully readjusting to compete against that airline, however, some flights accidents 

were affecting TAM’s credibility and questioning its safety. Thus, a new logo and new branding 

came to start a new era in the company’s history. TAM looked at its internal resources and what 

made it a market leader from the first place, aiming at applying the same formula bring its 

competitiveness back.  As the company assumed VARIG’s position, becoming the largest airline 

in Brazil, by employees, RPK market share and earnings, it implemented again the quality of a 

full service airline – put on hold during the restructuring earlier in the decade. That way it 

attracted its priority target, businesspeople in Brazil, willing to pay high fares in exchange of a 

comfortable and reliable air transport service. 

 

By covering all State capitals and major destinations in the country, TAM could offer the highest 

number of frequencies and capacity out of its hub in Sao Paulo – Guarulhos and Congonhas -, as 

well as the profitable airports of Brasilia and Rio de Janeiro, in addition to many other Brazilian 

destinations.  Even so, as the new competition emerged, TAM was challenged for the fare it 

charged, versus the service it provided. Consequently, the air company invested in its core 

competence – routes served and frequency –, acquiring Pantanal, plus a code-share agreement 

with Passaredo later, to improve its fruitful resource. 

 

Yet, as the other players’ route network expanded and provided a better in-flight service at a 

reasonable price, TAM’s competitive advantage was diminished. As a result of the efforts to 
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maintain costs as low as possible – highlighted after the merger with LAN -, the airline’s food 

service was comparable to Gol’s, and its aircraft, although new, were not close to offer to 

comfort and entertainment of Azul and Avianca. So, what finally made the difference against the 

competition was the combination of factors that only being the longest Brazilian air company in 

operation could offer: The large infrastructure to serve passengers of all kinds (e.g. from ticket 

stores to VIP lounges), especially the premium clients, with strong customer service across the 

country and an established frequent flyer programme.   

 

TAM was also the sole player, before Avianca, of a global alliance (Star Alliance, then 

substituted for OneWorld, but keeping a number of partnerships), plus, after forming the 

LATAM Airlines Group, it remained a solid leader in international flights, which directly 

impacted the Fidelidade programme - Brazil’s largest – as well. Therefore, these points helped 

TAM to sustain its leading position in the market over the years (see Table 5). 

 

   

Routes served and 

frequency 

•! From!42!airports!served!in!2008!to!40!destinations!in!2014!
•! Covering!all!State!capitals,!plus!second@tier!cities!!
•! Hub!in!Sao!Paulo;!High!frequencies!in!Brasilia!and!Rio!de!Janeiro!
•! Extensive!code@share!agreements;!OneWorld!member.!

Air fleet •! From!127!aircraft!in!2008!to!174!airplanes!in!2014!
•! Only!Airbus!models,!narrow@body!aircraft!used!domestically!

Flight ticket price 

and service 

•! Full!service!airline,!known!for!high!fares!!
•! Restricted!entertainment!system!(drop@down!LCD!screens)!and!

small!snacks!offered,!except!when!flight!time!if!less!than!1!hour!
•! Limited!legroom,!rated!“B”!or!“C”!by!ANAC!
•! Strong!customer!service,!targeted!at!businesspeople!overall!
•! RPK!share!decreased!from!50%!in!2008!to!38%!in!2014!

Frequent flyer 

programme 
•! Fidelidade!went!from!5.9!million!to!11.7!million!members!in!2014!
•! Over!400!partners,!including!major!international!airlines!

Table 5. Resource base for TAM 
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and the company 
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All in all, after briefly analysing the four case studies presented in the previous chapter, it is 

possible to highlight the main resources from each of the categories defined in this study, 

according to the Brazilian airline companies that used them. More than that, it is possible to 

identify the main competition trends associated to the period between 2008 and 2014 for 

commercial aviation in Brazil, with respect to these strategic areas of concern.  

 

If the number of airports served is taken as a proxy for the first resource base analysed (“routes 

served and frequency”), and the domestic share of RPKs is considered as an index to analyse 

flight ticket price and service – for being a quantitative reflect of this dimension -, the 

competitive dynamics of air transport in Brazil can be summarised and compared within the 

market players for the defined period. In fact, it is also possible to express the changes observed 

for the big four airlines in a succinct manner.  

 

The chart below (Chart 2) provides this information by comparing the above mentioned variables 

on axes X and Y, respectively, in the initial year of analysis and then the final year of analysis. 

Each of the plotted points in the graph is coloured according to the airline’s brand, with the 

hollow circle being the data for 2008 and the full circle for 2014. Additionally, the resources 

related to air fleet were included by having the size of the circles proportional to the number of 

aircraft used by each player on those years. Thus, dotted lines could indicate the trends for the 

Brazilian airlines. 
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Chart 2. Competitive dynamics of air transport in Brazil (2008-2014) 
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and the companies. 

 
The result, as it can be seen above, is that the market leaders, TAM and Gol, saw their domestic 

market share reduce nearly 10 p.p. each, from 2008 to 2014, as a consequence of becoming less 

competitive on their flight ticket prices and services - considering the proxy used -, while the 

number of destinations they served remained almost at the same level on both years. In terms of 

air fleet, their number of aircrafts, which were already high from 2008, continued growing to 

continue as the largest registered in Brazil. 
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On the other hand, Avianca Brazil that only slightly changed its route network, considering 

number of destinations served, increased its RPK share more than 1.5 times the figure registered 

in 2008 by the end of the period. Whilst its fleet kept being the smallest among air companies in 

the country, it evolved nearly 80% as well. Still, the resources that made it grow were overall 

related to the combination of flight ticket price and service, taking into account the proxy used.  
 

Nevertheless, the most drastic modifications to the competitive landscape for commercial 

aviation in Brazil could be noted on Azul, which had just been created by December 2008, 

having only two aircraft used on the two routes it served at that time, and less than 1% of market 

share (RPK). By 2014, the airline moved to the position of third largest Brazilian airline, with 

approximately 17% domestic RPK share, and its route network skyrocketed to become the one 

with the highest number of destinations served in the country. So, its combination of resources 

related to flight ticket price and service provided, for the large number of routes it offered, were 

crucial to make it grow, increasing its air fleet accordingly.  
 

Having said that, the group of resources that was left out of the analytical chart above is about 

the airlines’ frequent flyer programmes. This dimension was covered in a separated graph, which 

can be seen below (Chart 3), using the number of members enrolled in the programme on both 

years, 2008 and 2014, to quantify the strength of this resource base to each of the players. 

However, as it is possible to observe, data for Avianca Brazil and Azul in the first year of 

analysis was not available, given that Amigo did not provide data on the number of participants 

for that year, and TudoAzul was just created in 2009.  
 

 
Chart 3. Evolution of frequent flyer programmes (million members). 
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by the companies. 
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When these figures are analysed, it is possible to infer that Smiles and TAM’s Fidelidade were 

the leaders in terms of loyalty programmes for Brazilian carriers, with over 10 million members 

each in 2014. This number is more than double the registered by TudoAzul, and at least five 

times superior to Amigo in the same year. In addition, it is notable that the top programmes grew 

about the same during this period - even though Azul registered the highest increase, of 400% 

since its creation - showing the competitive power of this dimension. 

 

Indeed, by putting all these dimensions together, for the four players, over the defined years, the 

frequent flyer programmes come as a possible explanation as to why TAM continued to be the 

market leader and Gol maintained its position, closely to the first airline in domestic RPK share, 

even though their prices and service were less competitive than the newcomers. The companies 

kept their fleet strong, consolidating their top position in this category, but their route network 

was virtually unchanged. Hence, the loyalty programmes were the complementary part of the 

resources that made them sustain their businesses facing the local competition. On the other 

hand, with everything added together, Azul appeared with the highest growth in the competitive 

advantages related to flight ticket price and service, followed by Avianca Brazil, at the same time 

it had a significant growth in air fleet and surged as the absolute first in terms of routes served.  

 

These were the resources that made it thrive against the other players, in terms of RPK, given the 

capacity increase over this period, as presented before. Azul, and to a lesser extent Avianca 

Brazil, grew ASK levels out of TAM and Gol’s – even though they still kept capacity as the 

highest levels in the country, which granted their leadership status, but contributed to RPK 

reduction. Financially speaking, Azul also has kept its costs more competitive, along with 

Avianca Brazil, as they evolved their revenues. That way, the newcomers managed to have a 

more stable net result between 2008 and 2014, in contrast with TAM and Gol, which faced years 

of combined profit, however having losses as high as the previous results in the years that 

followed. 

 

Therefore, Chart 4 presents the domestic flight revenues for the four Brazilian airlines, showing 

that in spite of the RPK reduction for the market leaders, there has been growth in revenues, due 
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to the airfares charged. Nevertheless, TAM and Gol had negative results in the four last years 

overall, as shown on Chart 5. These losses were inclusively part of the motivations for the 

liberation of foreign capital on Brazilian airlines, which will be shown the next chapter.   

 
Chart 4. Flight revenues: Brazilian domestic market (2008-2014). 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and the companies. 
 

 
Chart 5. Net result for the big 4 airlne companies in Brazil (2008-2014). 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and the companies. 
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7. FUTURE COMPETITION AND OPPORTUNITIES 

 
The alterations observed in the competitive dynamics for air transport in Brazil during the period 

2008 and 2014 could be pointed out as part of the opening of of a new opportunity window, 

which happened after VARIG’s bankruptcy. This concept is explained by the combination of the 

characteristics found in the case studies, the resource base presented, and the environmental 

modifications that, as seen, impacted commercial aviation in the country.  

 

By analysing the launch and growth of Azul and Avianca Brazil as the new airlines operating in 

the domestic market, it is possible to interpret these movements as a result of the gap that 

VARIG left with its disruption in 2006, in addition to a scenario of political stability, economic 

growth, and the ascension of the middle class in Brazil, which elevated the demand for air 

transport services, plus the regulatory and institutional changes that led to favourable conditions 

for this business sector in Brazil (e.g. improvements in infrastructure and redistribution of slots). 

Besides these economic and regulatory factors, technology had a key role in both introducing a 

more efficient use of inputs – less fuel on new aircraft, for instance - and a reduction in 

operational costs, as well as a new standard of in-flight service, given by on demand 

entertainment overall. 

 

Thus, an opportunity window was open in 2008, and as these companies entered competition 

against the market leaders, their resource base evolved to give them the competitive advantages 

to succeed over the years until 2014. However, this opportunity window that marked the initial 

period of analysis in this study was not the first one to be noted. TAM and Gol previously had 

their own moments, when an opportunity opening occurred and it was exploited to push them 

forward.  

 

As explained by Binder (2006), TAM’s window of opportunity was open due to four factors: 

“modification of the external environment, leading airlines committed to the international market 

and their regional dispute, resource base focused on operations at the broad national and 

international market, and dominant logic and central capability aiming government relationship”. 
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Regarding Gol’s entry in the Brazilian domestic market, the same author points out the following 

factors for its window of opportunity: 

External environment characterised by strong price pressure, capable resources available in the 
market, leading national companies facing financial problems coming from bad management, 
price war, and exchange rate devaluation, plus VARIG committed with the international 
market and business segment, and TAM committed with its entry in the international market 
and its business clients in the domestic market. (Binder, 2006, p.224). 

 

Hence, Chart 6 illustrates the three opportunity windows that could be found over the past 25 

years on Brazil’s commercial aviation sector. The chart brings data until 1990, when TAM was 

the one to face the first opening, as it entered the competition against the established players of 

that time – most notably VARIG, as seen below – and had the resource base to exploit it and 

grow to a top position a decade later. Then, in 2001, it was Gol’s window of opportunity that 

came, against VARIG and TAM, to bring a “low cost, low fare” approach to the Brazilian 

market, by using strategic resources that were already available. Finally, in 2008, Azul entered 

the market with a series of innovations and OceanAir restructured itself to become a more 

competitive Avianca Brazil, with the use of competitive resources to position themselves against 

the dominant logic of TAM and Gol, after VARIG left the market.  

 

 
Chart 6. Opportunity windows: Commercial aviation in Brazil  
Note: Approximate figures. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures. 
Source: The author based on information provided by ANAC and Binder (2006). 
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Therefore, in the recent decades, Brazil had three important moments that changed the 

competitive dynamics of its domestic aviation. These opportunity windows were mainly 

alterations in environmental factors as a result of deregulation, the economic conditions and the 

use of available resources (e.g. technology). For example, TAM was allowed to operate national 

routes in the first one, then Gol could charge low fares that made its operations possible, and 

Azul plus Avianca Brazil, could offer a differentiated service in direct competition with the 

others, at a moment when VARIG was no longer operational. In all cases, the market leaders of 

that time could not identify or promptly respond to the alterations in the scenario that allowed the 

entry and growth of new competitors.  

 

If these conditions are brought to the years that followed the period of analysis, although the 

most recent players are still en route to leadership, a new opportunity window could open and 

allow the entry of new airlines to compete with the big 4 companies that were established. From 

2015 on, the debate for the opening of foreign capital investment in the Brazilian air companies 

was intensified with a new Minister of Finance that was favourable to the liberation, as well as 

politicians that were linked to the Secretariat of Civil Aviation. In 2016, a Provisional Measure 

was issued by the President of Brazil to lift the restriction of up to 20% of foreign ownership in 

local airlines to propose a new 49% limit – with the possibility of 100% in cases of reciprocity to 

the country’s that allow this amount of Brazilian investment as well.  

 

Thus, a probable new opportunity window could come with the liberation of foreign investment 

in domestic air companies that would allow not only current players to capitalise with foreign 

partners, but also permit the establishment of new players in the commercial aviation market, 

whether with a new brand or using the one of an existing airline in the world. This would be a 

different opening than the ones illustrated above, as the four players have already been engaged 

with foreign partners.  

 

Since the merger of TAM and LAN in 2010, Gol received investments from Delta (3% equity 

stake) and Air France-KLM (1.5% equity stake) in 2011 and 2014, respectively, and Azul had 

5% of its equity acquired by United Airlines plus a 23.7% stake by the HNA Group, both in 

2015. Avianca Brazil, in turn, is part of the Avianca Holdings, formed in 2010 and headquartered 
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in Panama. So, in a scenario of market liberalisation to foreign capital it is expected that these 

existing air partners, as well as new eventual investors, increase their participations in the 

Brazilian players bringing fresh air to domestic competition (i.e. boosting their fleet, route 

networks, in-flight service etc.).  

 

On the other hand, new players could eventually enter the market as a subsidiary of a top foreign 

carrier, for instance a leading American, European, or Gulf airline, and this could impact 

significantly the competition against the established Brazilian air companies, as they could push 

their standards to the domestic market forcing the big 4 to respond to this trend. Still, there is a 

possibility of new foreign-owned player operate routes inside Brazil only during peak season, 

relocating fleet for its hub abroad, for instance, and it could, depending on the strategy used, take 

an existing player out of the market. Additionally, a scenario of reduced number of routes and 

frequencies covered, or other resources (e.g. flight service) could occur as the airlines’ control 

exit Brazil. 
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8. CONCLUSION  

 
This study aimed at understanding the competitive advantages of the Brazilian air companies that 

sustained their businesses facing the local competition, whether to maintain their share of 

domestic RPKs or to consolidate their business strategy and grow in this market dimension.  The 

analysis was conducted in the period between 2008 and 2014, observing how the competition 

changed in the years that followed VARIG’s disruption.   

  

During this extent of time, Brazil, as seen in the literature, passed through a period of social-

economic development that, combined with the inherent characteristics of the country (i.e. large 

territory, large population and business opportunities) proportionated the ideal environment for 

the progress of a range of different sectors, including the establishment and growth of national 

companies. Within air transport it was not different, as commercial aviation increased its 

relevance in the Brazilian economy and reached levels of international excellence, being the third 

largest domestic aviation market in the world. Nearly 100 million people depended on the local 

airlines to fly to over 100 destinations in Brazil, overtaking road transport, plus the 684,000 

people that depended on the jobs related.  

 

The country’s regulatory and institutional framework for air transport was improved - with the 

creation of a national agency, plus a ministry for civil aviation, and updates made to the 

legislation involved -, as well as airport infrastructure, which featured six domestic hubs among 

the top 150 busiest worldwide. A business association for commercial airlines was also launched, 

highlighting the importance of a more competitive market that had been put into practice, with 

less restrictions, more access and transparency. The big 4 air companies - Avianca Brazil, Azul, 

Gol and TAM - were its founding members and the responsible for operationalising and 

executing the domestic flights in question, competing for the large number of Brazilian 

passenger travelling by air.   

 

According to the literature, their internal resources were the reason why they succeeded in this 

market during these years, and how they best matched the capabilities owned with the 
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opportunities created by the environment was the defining aspect of their competitiveness. This 

Resource-Based View (RBV) of how the airlines’ explore their strategic capabilities to increase 

profitability, creating competitive advantages to perform better over rivals, was applied to 

identify the pillars that sustained their successful operations throughout the period of analysis. 

Four categories were, thus, used to group these resources in the case studies provided for the 

players: Routes served and frequency, air fleet, flight ticket price and service, and frequent flyer 

programme.  

 

In terms of the number of destinations served, Azul merged with TIRP to create the largest route 

network in Brazil exactly during the seven years analysed (2008-2014), consisting of 105 

domestic destinations, which included routes beyond the traditional State capitals, covering 

regional markets that were not commonly served by commercial aviation services. Avianca 

Brazil restructured itself to operate most routes linking the Centre-West to the coast capitals of 

the country, managing to improve frequencies in the Sao Paulo-Rio De Janeiro air shuttle and 

settling agreements with its Colombian counterpart and Star Alliance. Still, it remained behind 

Gol and TAM in this category, both of which had a similar route map with high frequencies on 

the most profitable destinations in Brazil – State capitals and second-tier cities. Extensive code-

share agreements were also found on both, including TAM’s merger with LAN and its 

OneWorld entry. 

 

Considering air fleet, Avianca Brazil gained a significant advantage by standardising the 

airplanes it owned, at the same time it expanded capacity (ASK) and removed the Fokker models 

that harming its image. Anyway, it finished this period with the smallest fleet against the other 

players. TAM, which had put its Fokker models away too, successfully left the accidents with its 

fleet behind, and during this period invested in new aircrafts to form the largest fleet in the 

Southern Hemisphere, and also the largest used domestically, along with Gol. The smart airline 

grew to maintain the second position in number of aircraft owned, however it was Azul that 

registered the highest growth in fleet, from only two airplanes when it started in December 2008 

to 138 Embraer jets and ATR turboprops in 2014, an approximate total number of the one found 

with Gol and TAM.  
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The competitiveness of the airlines’ fleet was given by its efficiency and performance as well, 

with the highest number of seats possible allocated and the least fuel consumption possible. The 

control of their fleets’ associated costs was a prerogative for all carriers, but more obvious on the 

airplanes of LCCs Azul and Gol, which had a sharply designed internal layout that even removed 

trolleys and ovens on board to accommodate more passengers. TAM also implemented similar 

measures during this period, while Avianca Brazil did not move into this direction, investing in 

more efficient aircraft (e.g. sharklets) only, rather than rationalising its internal configuration. 

 

As a result, this was reflected in the in-flight service offered by the Brazilian airlines. Avianca 

Brazil could provide wide legroom – the whole fleet rated “A” by ANAC -, warm food, and on 

demand entertainment from an individual screen on the back of it seats. Azul, in turn, managed 

to give a comparable passenger experience, with live TV for each seat, legroom rated “A” or “B” 

by ANAC on a two-a-side configuration – instead of the three found at the others, including 

Avianca -, and simpler but unrestricted snacks served. TAM which became famous for a high 

quality service on its way to the top position in the market, modified its strategy and reduced the 

food served to a cold sandwich or no food at all (non-air shuttle flights of less than 1 hour), had 

its legroom evaluated as “C” for most of the domestic fleet, and offered no individual 

entertainment system. In another words, close to the minimal serviced provided by Gol. 

 

Avianca and Azul, then, had in-flight service as a propellant for the growth they registered. The 

latter received several awards and even the title of best low-cost carrier in South America by 

Skytrax. Yet, the recognition came not only because of the in-flight service, but instead because 

of the overall experience, which in Azul’s case it was focused on the new middle class in Brazil. 

Its flight tickets offered a good combination of low fare and good service, especially to the wide 

range of destinations it covered. Avianca Brazil, for example, did have a differentiated 

experience, but charged for it the fare of a full service airline – still, within the Brazilian average 

of BRL 284 per single domestic flight. Gol that started with the concept of ‘low cost, low fare’ 

increased substantially its airfare after the acquisition of VRG, and Webjet, as its costs were no 

longer as competitive as before. So, it was charging a high fare (similar to TAM’s), while 

keeping the service of a low cost. And TAM, on the other hand, continued charging its high fare, 
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but simplified its service to the point of being considered lower than Azul and Avianca Brazil on 

board. 

 

Still, customer service could not be summarised just by in-flight experience and this is where 

TAM had more to offer than the new competitors. The airline was probably the one that could 

offer the closest experience to the one of VARIG’s, after its disruption, with a large 

infrastructure to serve clients of all sorts, especially the premium passengers (e.g. VIP lounges, 

dedicated check-in counters etc.), on its significant route network inside Brazil. More than that, 

the fact that it was the longest established player gave it not only this competitive advantage, but 

also the partnerships it had with other national and international airlines – a point that Gol 

developed as well -, and its frequent flyer being a central piece in its strategic positioning.  

 

TAM Fidelidade was one of the most relevant resources it had to compete against the Brazilian 

players, having 11.7 million members enrolled and an average of 11 award tickets redeemed per 

minute. The pioneer loyalty programme in Brazil had the widest range of air and general partners 

for frequent flyers and frequent shoppers, only comparable to Smiles. Gol’s programme reached 

a similar level and relied on its its partners to be as attractive as possible for Brazilian passengers 

– as it had been during VARIG’s era. More than 60 airlines became partners with Gol during the 

years analysed, through interline and code-share agreements - in addition to the hotels, credit 

cards, online and offline shops -, which had a positive impact on Smiles.  

 

Azul had the frequent flyer programme that grew the most over the period between 2008 and 

2014, bringing simplicity and innovative aspects to mileage use in Brazil, however as the 

company did not have an equivalent benefits package that came with the Fidelidade and Smiles, 

it remained smaller over these years. The same occurred to Avianca Brazil, having Amigo in last 

position by number of members, due to a more restricted variety of choices offered, even though 

it was set to change with the integration with LifeMiles from the Colombian partner and the Star 

Alliance entry.     

 

By 2014, the domestic market share measured by revenue passenger kilometres had evolved to 

have the four players competing more equally than in 2008. The market leaders, TAM and Gol, 
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which had approximately 93% of participation combined in the initial year of analysis, were 

reduced to nearly 74% in the final year observed – even though the companies continued in the 

first and second position, respectively. Avianca Brazil went from 3% to 8% of market share and 

Azul soared from less than 1 p.p. to become the third largest player with 17% of market 

participation. The competitive dynamics of air transport in Brazil changed over these seven years 

as a consequence of the use of the resources mentioned, which could be translated as the 

application of strength against weakness, at a moment when an opportunity window was open, 

with VARIG’s bankruptcy and the new environmental conditions that were pointed out.  

 

TAM kept the leading position for being the longest established air company still in operation in 

Brazil, covering all State capitals and major destinations in the country, with the largest overall 

infrastructure developed and the highest number of frequencies served with its vast fleet. Similar 

conditions applied to Gol to maintain its second position in the market, as the companies were 

alike in the points cited, plus their frequent flyer programmes and partnerships that helped to 

offset this period when they became less competitive in terms of flight ticket price and service. 

Azul and Avianca Brazil, on the other end, grew especially because of a quality service provided 

at a reasonable price, as they increased capacity with an efficient and comfortable fleet. Their 

loyalty programmes were involved to a lesser extent, whereas competing directly in the routes 

previously dominated by the duopoly of TAM and Gol was crucial to succeed in the domestic 

market and, in the case of Azul, having the largest route network in Brazil constituted one of its 

main competitive advantages. 

 

Finally, in the event of a new opportunity window to be opened with the liberalisation of foreign 

capital investment in Brazilian carriers, the outcomes to domestic competition would depend on 

the local government’s effort not to let the negative effects take place, such as having seasonal 

airlines to created to jeopardise existing players or having the market to concentrate again, as it 

was, and let passengers lose the benefits the rise of the big 4 brought (e.g. routes served and in-

flight service).   

 

This could be by the conditions imposed, via updated regulations, and the surveillance made by 

ANAC and the civil aviation institutions, as well as the competition authorities. To the part that 
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is left, of pure competition within airlines, it will be subject to their internal resources and how 

they use them. Air companies differ because of the environmental conditions imposed plus the 

capacity to articulate resources and to react with different combinations of resources. This has 

been seen in this work, with each player having its own strategy. In the end, air transport is 

offered by all carriers, but the other capabilities are the ones that act as competition tools that 

define failure or success in this market.  
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